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SEX ROLES, CAREER ASPIR~TIONS,
CHILD CARE EXPECTATIONS, AND BIRTH INTENTIONS
OF SELECTED COLLEGE FRESHMEN
Abstract
Decisions regarding careers, marriage, children and the
care of children are sufficiently complex to warrant a
genuine dilemma for some college students.

The purpose of

this study was to investigate the birth intentions of male
and female college freshmen and the relationships of those
intentions to sex roles, career aspirations and preferences
for various child care options.
Relevant demographic and personal data were obtained
from a questionnaire which also included the set of items
from Dr. John Scanzoni's sex role scale. The questionnaire
rl
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freshmen f:ror.•"J three Cc:,lifornia institutions: a community
college, a

sta~e

college, and a private university.

total response rB~e w2s approximately 90%.

The

The collected

data were an2.ly zed using a computer program which produced
descriptive information, several analyses of variance and a
multiple regression.

Where tests of hypotheses were per-

formed, the level of rejection was set at .05.
Iv'Iost college freshmen intended to have two natural born
children;
men.

~omen

tended to desire slightly more children than

Approximately 10% of the respondents intended to have

no children and 17% intended to adopt one or more children.
No differences in

bir~h

intentions based on

ki~d

of college

attended, ethnic group, religion, parents' educational or
occupational background, or students' career aspiration or
child care expectation were found.

The variables accounting

for the most variance in the total size of intended family
were the sex role score and the sex of the respondent.

Those

students who earned the least traditional sex role scores
and those students who expected women to work continuously
during adulthood intended smaller families.
Sex differences were revealed in sex role scores, child
care preferences, and expectations for women to work.

Men

earne d more traditional sex role scores and were more likely
to prefer that their children be cared for by a non-working
mother.

rJiore

l)IJOme!l

intended tc

v:ork more

intended for their 1•lives to work.

eft en thaE men

It was also true that

women were more likely to prefer that their children be cared
for equally by fathers and mothers, and sometimes

supple~ented

by child care.

These results confirmed the trend toward smaller
families and supported recent findings that sex roles are
related to those intentions.

The importance of sex roles

was further demonstrated by the significant relationship
between sex roles and students'

~ex,

child care preferences

and expectations that women would work.
The

i n ~erpret n tion

of

t~ese

results suggested some

potential difficulties for college students.

Male and female

expectations differed on most variables.

Even women's own

expectations appeared to be contradictory in that they
expected to work continuously, have children, and not use
child care services to any great extent.

At the very least,

the implementation of those preferences would require considerable guidance from teachers and counselors and, most
· of all, substantial institutional changes.
Further research in the identification, measurement and
influence of sex roles was cited as necessary.

The avail-

ability and implementation of child care preferences was also
described as an area in need of further clarification.

A

final recommendation vms that there is a need for longitudinal
studies which identify college freshmen's career and family
intentions and the extent to which they put those intentions
into practice during their early and middle adult ye-ars.
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Chapter l

AN OVERVI EW OF THE STUDY
The

11

if, when, and how many" of ·parenthood is of

interest to sociologists, educators, psychologists, human
liberationists, and demographers (Fawcett, 1970).

In spite

of all of this interest, however, there are no simple,
coo1monly acknowledged explanations of fertility behavior
(Rainwater, 1965).
Background
Much research has focused on investigating the patterns
of fertility behavior for many groups (Rainwater, 1965).
Simultaneously, sociologists have critically examined the
"realitiesn of parenting.

The "folkloren of parenthood has

been found to persist in spite of studies describing and
debating the difficulties typical of the transition to
-

parenthood (Hobbs, 1968; LeMasters, 1957, 1974; Rossi, 1968L.
The establishment of the importance of infancy may have also
created for many parents a great deal of anxiety and guilt
regarding their roles (Frank, 1966).
Friedan (1963) 't:as one of the first to gain nationwide
attention with her startling description and analysis of
full-time motherhood.
reported to be a

Parenthood for many women has bce·n

tra~1atic

experience characterized by

depression .a:!d personality deterioration (McBride, 1973;
Rossi, 1968).

The pervasiveness of pronatalism has been

2

cited as one possible

e~lanation

and Senderm·ritz, 1974).

for such experiences (Peck

In fact, so strong are prenatal

forces that the contention is made that fertility behavior
cannot be understood vri thout recognizing that nthe notion
of reproductive choice is an illusion" (Blake, 1972, p. 105).
Another aspect -of the study of the impact of parenthood
has focused on t he "costsn of children.

Pohlman (1969)

described vari ou s physical, psychological, and economic costs
of children.

He concluded that "the heavier costs of chil-

dren to the parent role still fall on women" (p. 158}. · It
is significant that such costs have been found to be parcei-v ed as higher by professional women than by the nonprofessi.onal wanan (Beckman, 1974).

This is not surprising

in view of the 'iiifficulties typically experienced by dualcareer fanilies (Bernard, 1974; Holmstrom, 1972; Rapoport &
Rapoport, 1971 ) .
Social Change
It appears that several social changes have created
an

enviror~ent

in which previously accepted contentions about

childbearing and childrearing are being

reexamined~

The

debate regardi ng population growth hae received much public
attention.(Fohl.man, 1973).

Changes. in views toward child-

lessness have been noted as well (Pohlman, 1974).
\llomen are increasingly a1.Yare of physical realities
including longer life spans and viable options for

3
contracepti on (The Boston Women's Health Book Collective,
1976).

The average

11

idealn family has declined to between

two and fo ur children' (Sc anzoni, 1975).

A recent Labor

Department Survey revealed tha t the ''typical n American family
of a breadwinn er hu sband, homemaker wife, and two children
represents only 7% of the total population (Typical Family,
1977).

Even the prevalen t image of the "career woman" as

~aladjusted

has been seriously challenged (Helson, 1972).

The impact of the Women's Movement is also frequently
acknowledged (Bernard, 1974;

Morg~n, - 1970;

Rosii, 1964).

However, education has received attention, too, for its role
in perpetuating sex roles that result in occupat ional stratification (Wirtenberg & Nakamura, 1976).

The conflicts

experienced by achievement-oriented college women and recommendations for changes in college practices that would benefit
both males and females have been cited {Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry,

1975~

Horner, 1969).

These social changes are further reflected in Federal
legislation.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 greatly extended

work opportunities to women.

Title IX of the Higher Educa-

tion Amen®1ents of 1972 mandates equal educational opportunity.

The \1Jomen' s Educational Equity Act of 1974 specifi-

cally promotes strategies of intervention to increase the
possibilities of maximizing human potential nVirtenberg &
Naka~ura,

1 976).

Thus social change is beginning to be

reflected in practices as well as attitudes.

4
Unresolved Issues
The realities of both parenthood and the social
e:>..'"Pectations for its implementation have contributed to the
development of a complex situation.

A decision-making

dilemma exists for college students who are considering
childbearing a nd childrearing {Fisher 1 1977; Whelan, 1975).
College women, in particular, have .expressed . concern about
dual roles, and especially the lack of supportive role
models (Darley, 1976).

College women are also concerned

that male viev-;s are not complementary to their own (Parelius,
1975}.

College women also intend to work more than college

men intend their v:ives to l;:vork {Scanzoni, l976b}

$

At. -vhe sam ~. time, even t -hose who aspire to role.:.

innov2.tive careers do not reject the roles of wife and
altho ugh they i ntend to adopt a
style (Tangri, 1972).
are

b~coming

sli~1tly

mother:~

different life-

While it appears that women, at least,

aware of the realities of parenthood) it is not

really knowT to what extent 3uch an av-rareness influences .
fertility behavior.

Even thelong st<:iiding inverse relation-

ship of fertility and wife employrrent (Ryder

&~

.
t 'h_e
lS

(Waite &

.

.

~Opl.C

of a met hodological

ccntrov~rsy

Westoff, 1971}

Stolzenberg, 1976).
The dilemma caused by changes in sex roles and career
involvement has caused several sociologists to respond with
recommended soci etal changes (Bernard, 1974; Fogarty, 1971;

5
Rossi, 1964).

The most frequently mentioned . practice is the

establishment of viable child care alternatives.

The impact

of such options on birth intentions is not precisely known
but is considered to be an area in need of clarification
(Scanzoni, 1975).
Related

Variabl~~

_Classic studies in the psychological investigation of
fertility have revealed several relationships.

Socio-

economic standing was found to be inve!"sely related to
fertility (Rainwater, 1965).

Fertility and wife employment

were also inversely related (Ryder & W~stoff, 1971), although
that finding is subject to various interpretations (Waite &
~:tol zeEterg,

1976}.

The rela.tionship of et.hni c:l ty and reli-

gion to fertilitJ has also been found to be significant
. (Sc.:mzoni, 1975 } . , SL.udies of the educated t-TOman, specifically, have ..rep.eatedly found that . she has fewer children,
farther apart, and later in life (Bernard, 1964; Ginzberg,
1966; Holmstrom, 1972).
Thus the

relatio~ship

between careers and family has

been e:>.ylored f'or some ti.rne • . Nu.rnerous other investigations

focused on the

~elationship

between careers and sex roles

(Fri.edraan; 1975; Gaskell, 1975; Kotcher, 1975; Parsons,
l975b; Tangri, l972; Veres, 1975).

Other studies have focused

on changes in sex roles (Parelius, 1975; Scanzoni, 1976a:
Stokes & Willits, 1976).

6
Scanzo!li (1975, 1976a, 1976b) attempted to explain and
predi~t

fertility based on its relationship to sex roles.

The relationship between sex role norms, employment, and
fertility in married couples appeared stronger than any
previously identified variables (Scanzoni, 1975).

A similar

relationship between preferred family size and sex roles was
identified in some high school students (McLaughlin, 1974)
and in selected college students (Scanzoni, 1976b).

Thus

this area of fertility research definitely warrants further
investigation.
Ra.t.ionale
Based
te~tative

sions made

0!1 .

previous rese2.rct and E:xisting theory,
for some cf the

e~plan~ticns

~y

collega

intentions and career

stud3~ts

exist.

fru~i~y

.l

•

related uecl.-

Their fertility

asp~ratio~s ~ay ~e

influenced by

previously identified personal and demographic variables
such as age, r:'ace, l"sligicm, eci1;..cation, and parents' education and occupation.

The relationship of sex roles, career

choice: child care expectations, and birth
defini~ely

established.

The measurement

o~

ir~tentions

is not

that relationship,

as well a.s the reexa'Tlination of demographic variables, could
co~tribute

significantly to psychological and sociological

aspects of fertility

theory~

Statement of the . Problem
students are in a phase of their lives in which
many alternatives and opportunities for potential change are

7
exa.'nined.

Deci ::d ons regarding role identity, career choice,

and relations -. . .d.t h the opposite sex are inter-related and
have an impact on eventual lifeadjustment (Erikson, 1963;
Super, 1963).
plex.

Thus, as

3:Ich decisions have become increasingly com~ ounselors

explore these options

~nth

stu-

dents , they must be cognizant of the multitude of variables
related to such decisions.
The differences in birth intentions of several categories
of college fres hm en vrarrants description.

Additionally, the

relationship b etween sex role orientation, career -aspiration,
. child care expe ct-ation, and birth intentions of college
fresl1.r.;eE ne eds t o be identified.
ruatc

j)1~edictin g

t-.i rt~

inter!tio.n s

Finally, a composite estibas~d

· on

t L ~;:;e

variables, as

well as those of sex, religion, parents' education and occupation., ethnic g roup, . size. of fa.·rdly . of origin, work expeGtations, and kind of college attending is required.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of t his study was to investigate the birth
intentions of co llege freshinen, male and female.

O:ne aspect

involved determi ning t h e relationship of sex role orientation,
career aspiration, and child care expectation to birth intentions.

Another objective was t.o identify the set .of charac-

teristics which rr! OSt precisely :r-redicted those birth intentions.
Finally , a study of

th~

differences, if any j between specific

e
The questions answered were:
1.

\•.'hc:.t are the birth intentions of college freshmen?

2.

Wh:J.~. .

are the child care '2ZpectatiotlS of colle6e

freshmen?

J.

Do males and females differ in birt-h intentions?

4.

Is t h ere a difference in birth intentions for

students attending a community college, a state college, and
a private university?

5.

What is t h e relationship -between sex role orientation,

career aspiration, child care expectation, and birth
intentions?

6.

N"!:at CO!Yibinaticn of variables is the most precise

1

predictor of college freshmen's birth intentions?
The hypotheses exa1rined were:
H1
~ewer

Non-traditional sex role persons intend to have

children t han traditional sex role persons.
H~
G

Persons aspiring to higher level careers intend to

have fewer children than persons aspiring to lower level
careers.
H 'l'her e . is a difference in intended family si. ze a.mong
3
~hose persons planning to have the mother provide full-time
child care, those persons planning to use child care services
regularly, those persons planning to use primarily the
mother and part-time child care, those persons plarinirig to
share the child care between mother and father, and those

9
, persons planning to share the care between mother and father
and use part-time child

care~

Procedures ,
The format of the study was a surveyapproach which
produced descriptive, correlational, and predictive inferrnation. , The process .consisted of constructing a. questionnaire, called a Data She.et, which identified relevant .
demographi~

and personal characteristics, career aspirations,

child care expectations, and birth intentions.

The Sca.nzoni

measure of sex role orientation (Scanzoni, 1975} was used
to indicate preferences fer various sex role norms.

This

questioJ'!naire was administered .j_n the fall of 1977 to -a
random sampling of 150 ccl:i.ege freshmen from each of three
colleges: a communit.y college, a state college, and a private
ur::i 'lersity.
Assmnptions

Expressed responses regarding career aspirations
,

. . ll a..~.~.
.....-1''I.A.'
"'
(H \.J

1968) and birth

in~ent:.ions

1970) are legitimate indices of
2.

th~se

(Bumpass & Westoff',
plans.

TI:erE is a posi ti'H~ relationship between socia=..
(

.

.

norms and beha.vio:- \Scanzon1, 1975).
Decisions
rearing are of

reg~rdi~~

1mpor~an8~

~o

both childbearing and
the

i~ciivid&a:s

involved and to the entire society.

child~

directly

10
Definitions
1.

Sex role orientation was determined by the two

composite scores earned on the seven-role Scanzoni scale
which i.s described in detail i.n Chapter 3 (Scanzoni, 1975).
2.

Career aspiration was the probable future occnpation

as ind i cated on the scale . system used by the United States
Bureau of the Census (196)) .
).

Birth intentions has be en used in earlier research

and wa s the numerical response to the question, "If you marry,
how many natural born children do you intend to have?"

Addi-

tionally, students were asked, "How many children do you
:t nt end to adopt'?''
11

The final quest) on re] at.ed to this i tern was

vvhat :i.s the t otal number of chi1rlren you intend to have? 11

:?.tatis~)-cal Ar~alysj

s

The questions and hypotheses comprising the objectives
of thL:. study were answered thronr,h the use of a correlational matrix , step-wise multiple regression, and several
analy s es of variance.

The level of significance was set at

. 05, consistent with earlier research.
Descriptive fj _ndings were presented in numerical and
percentage comp a rative t .: :Jbles.

The results of each analysis

of var i ance we ·r·e dLiPlayed in summary tables.

'I'he identified

correl a tional rnatrix was reproduced, as wns the multiple
regre s sion equation which most precisely predicted birth
intent j ons.

11

Significance
The adequacy of the ability of existing fertility
theory to explain or predict c_ollege freshmen's birth intentions has been seriously

questioned~

Since most of the

fertility research had focused on married couples, there
was a need to determine to what extent established links
were also true for college . freshmen in 1977.
Numerous indicators of social change raised the
possibility of' newrelationships between variables.

SGhool

personnel, for example, are already involved in . career
education and in the

impla~ent2tion

of equal educational

opportunities regardless ofsex (Shertzer & Stone, 1976).
Increased student awareness of the realities of dual r_oles,
alongside personal fulfillment expectations, created the
possibility of a genuine dilemma.

Thus a need for the infor-

mation provided by this study existed on both a theoretical
level and on an individual personal level.
Some aspects of fertility theory were tested. _ The
findings should be of use to mmerous social scientists,
including demographers, psychologists and sociologists,
fa'Tlily life educators, child care special5_8ts, and career
and perso:-1al

couns~lors.

.The preferences for child care

alternatives and the relationship of child care expectations
and birth . intentions pose impl:_cations for a variety ofpoJ.icymakers ar1d planners.

12

Colleg e students are faced with critical complex
decisions regardin g their life plans.

They need to be aware

of the options avail abl e , and the implications of their
choices regardin g ro l e identity, careers, family size, and
child care.

Differen ces between male and female intentions

are especially worthy of attention.
The college counselor exemplifies a person who may be
best able to use the expanded body of theory in practical
personal settings.

In order to facilitate the successful

decision-making of their students, counselors must acquire
sufficient knowledge and understanding of the relationship
between the identified critical variables.

The accomplish-

ment of the objectives of this study should provide a
contribution to that understanding.
Organization of the Dissertation
Follo\';ing this introduct_?ry chapter is a review of the
literature related to this study.

The contemporary setting

of college students as reflected by various social changes .
is described.

The known realities of parenthood are reported

and their implications explored.

Recent investigations of

sex roles, career aspirations, and the relationship between
the two are cited.
theory are reviewed.

Established relationships in fertility
Finally, recent developments in the

integration of various aspects of fertility theory are critically examined and the background -for further research noted.
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Chapter 3 describes the format, research design, and
procedures followed in the implementation of this research.
The population and sample are identified.
of the

Dat~

reported.

The construction

Sheet and its reliability and validity are
The Scanzoni measure of sex role orientation is

fully described.

The methods of data collection and the

statistical analysis of the data are explained.
Chapter 4 presents the findings derived from the
administration of the Data Sheet and the Scanzoni measure
of sex role orientation.

Appropriate tables and charts are

presented . . Evidence corresponding to each question and
hypothesis is considered.
a

chapters.

s~urr.ary

of the first fomo

This is followed by a discussion of the conclu-

sions which can b.::. drav>'n from this study and the implications
of these conclusions.

Included is the contribution which

this research makes to developing theory.

Finally, recommen-

dations in the form of practical suggestions for use of the
conclusions and for additional research are made.
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Chanter 2

A R.EVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The complexity of the decision to become a parent is
evident from both the researchers' reluctance to investigate
it and the ambiguous results of those who ha.ve made the
attemnt.

·vvhile once the excJ..usi ve domain of the demographers,

fertility has the attention now of sociologists, psychologists, hllifian liberationists, pronatalists, and anti-natalists.
This interdisciplinary interest is appropriate in that the
behavior in question, becoming a parent, influences numerous
aspects of an individual's and a society's way-of-life.
The review of the literature included all sources
~~ailabla

to uni7ersity libraries through the Fall of 1977.

Manual searches were supplemented by several computer searches.
This review of research literature served these purposes:
1.

The description of

rary findings

rsgardir~g

rels~ant

historical and contempo-

fa.'T,_ily J.ife prov<.cted a theoretical

background.

specific

variables--s~~

:oleo,

c~reer aspirnt~ons,

child care

expectat-J.ons, a:r1d birth intent,ions--established a need for
further study and nrovided validity for the development of
thE: Data Sheet.

J.

The review of specifically relat-ed studies and

atte;.c.pts to integrate earlier findings furnished a framework
into which this study may be

pl~ced4
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This review also revealed that studies of the transition
to parenthood (Hobbs, 196$; LeMasters, 1957; Rossi, 1968) and
the effects of children (Christensen, 196$; Clausen, 1973;
Pohlman, 1969) took place previous to explanations as to why
people had children.

As late as 1965 Rainwater commented

that social scientists had shovm only casual interest in the
dynamics of deciding to become a parent.
Regarding studies of the decision to become a parent,
Fa~c~tt

(1970) concluded "there does not exist a coherent body

of psychological research dealing with this central human
event" (p. 5$).

He explicated, however, the need for psych-

ology to address itself to population in order to understand
fertility at the individual level as well as at the societal.
He recommended the identification of pronatalism in textbooks,
___;--the determination and discussion of attitudes toward family
size held by young people, and the actual measurement of such
attitudes.
The following description of the realities of parenthood
and the sociological setting helped to explain the created
personal dilemma which was the focus of this study.

In addi-

tion, social changes, as exemplified by the issues of the
"Women r s !Jiovernent," have focused attention on the 5.mpli cations
of children for professional women and their husbands.
The Contemporary Setting
The dilemma faced by prospective parents must be viewed
with regard to existing conditions in the society of which
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they are part.

The aspects of parenthood which have been

examined in this study included the realities, motivation,
decision-making, and costs of raising children.
Parenthood
vlhile the importance of infancy (Frank, 1966) has long
been

it is only recently that the importance of

ackno~ledged,

that same period of time for the parents of infants has been
recognized.

The needs of both parent and child must be met,

since "parenthood is a

st~ge

in the life cycle of

th~

indivi-

dual during which emotional growth and development continue"
(Group Advancement Psychiatry, 1973, p. 15).

The meeting of

such needs is made difficult by the existence of much folklore
anJ mi~lnformation about parenthood (LeMasters,

1974).

Social

scientists have contributed to some of this misunderstanding
by acceptj_ng "as necessary and inevitable practices that are,
in fact, culturally determined" (Wortis, 1974, p. 733).
Examples include the contentions th.:=.t only a mother can meet
the needs of her infant, and that this is possible only if she
.;s
-L.
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Motivation
Information regarding the desires of people to have
children is

alm9s~

entirely speculative or theoretical

Pohlman (1969 ) hypothesized that motivations fer parenthood
-were derived from innate rewards of rnotherfiood, psychoanalytic needs, sociological pressures, women's role, economy,
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religion, or enjoyment of children.

Hoffman _and Hoffman

(1973) proposed a model for understanding the desire to
parent.

They suggested that children possess a value which

is defined as a function they serve or a need they fulfill
for their parents.

Based on the limited research and theory

available, possible values included adult status, socinl
identity, immortality, morality, group ties, stimulation,
accomplishment 10 social comparison and economic utility.

Even

they concluded that little is really known about the prevalence or influence of these values on fertility (Hoffman &
Hoffman, 1973).
Pronatalism
'i'he conten tion o.f several authors 1s thc.t, choice w"ith
regard to parenting really does not exist due to the pervasiveness of pronatalism (Blake, 1972; Peck, 1974; vH1ela..'1,

1975).

Pronatalism nrefers to any attitude or policy that

is tpro-birth,

1

that encourages reproduction, or that exalts

the role of parsnthood" (Peck, 1974, p. 1).

ExaTLples may be

found in chil.dr&?.n's toyss books and magazines> television,
school courses , organized religi:m, and friends and relatives.
Prona.talism is considered to be especially strong due to the
fact that it is reinforced by the very definition of adult
sex roles and the reinforcement of congruent personality
trai tE; .

r,flasculine and feminine is considered synonymous

\.\rith paternal and maternal and the social pressure to become
.socialized -into these roles is widespread

~Blake,

1972).
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Complementary sociological roles are not, in themselves,
a reason for concern.

The danger is in the fact that a

greatly reduced sens e of self-esteem is associated with
femininity.

The "adjusted" woman is useful for little out-

side the home.

Socialization for sex roles is thus effec-

tive enough to prevent choice with regard to parenting from
even existing.

Such a limiting of choice is further rein-

forced by restrictions in employment and in ·higher education.
So universal is the acceptance of the maternal inevitability
that · even feminists discuss the logistics· of motherhood and
career, albeit from a different perspective.

Blake concluded,

therefore, that "the notion of reproductive choice is an
illusion" (1972, p. 105).
Russo (1976) agreed that a "motherhood mandate" exists
which requires every female adult to have and raise well at
least two children.

After analyzing the forces that perpet-

uate this attitude, she cGncluded that many of the barriers
to women's emancipation are more changeable than simply the
customs which keep women in the home.

She suggested that one

way of challenging some of those customs was by continuing the
research into the causes and effects of the changing value of
children.

Then, as parents came to weigh the costs and values

of children, motherhood could be questioned.
The Decision
That some couples are beginning to weigh deliberately the
decision to become a parent is illustrated by the popularity
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of a new- book, ;;.;A~B::..::a:;.;;b=-...~y~2:,__...;;__;__.:...•_M.. ;la;. :; .yJ,. .; ;. b. ;:;.e {Whelan,- 1975).

She urged

readers to think about the "whys" of parenting and to recognize the options made possible due to overpopulation, contraception, and dual career life-styles.

She contended that fore-

thought, planni ng, and evaluating as well as understanding
one's own needs , assets, and limitations increases the likelig
hood of a right decision.

She offered two equally meritous

caveats in stating both that there is "no need to glorify
non-parenthood 11 {p . 37 ) , and that the decision to bec.ome a
parent represen t s "the most consequential decision of your
life" (p. 10).
Transition to Pa renthood
The findin g s of social scientists who have studied the
realities of par enthood could contribtite to the abolishing of
many myths if on ly those findings were better known. · The
transition to pa renthood is such a case.
There is no question that the transition to parenthood
is abrupt.
- that

83 1~

Two decades a-go E. -E. LeMasters (1957) reported

of his -parer..t subjects -exper-i enced nseve-ren or

"extensive" crises with the advent of the birth of their
first child • . Th e most frequent complaints of mothers were
loss of sleep, t iredness, additional work, confinement to
home, loss of personal contacts, giving up the satisfaction
of

~ork

and its income, ·- and

per~onal

appearance.

Fathers

- added to this list the economic pressure to produce, concern
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over their wives' sexual response, and Norry about a second
pregnancy.
Several observations regarding this classic 1 and
sometimes disput ed, study are in order.
were not abnormal.

The couples involved

They were rated as nheal thy" indi ':iduals

with "good" marriages, with children who had been "wanted."
Of particular significance was his observation that in every
case "the mothers with professional _tr.aining and extensive
professional wo.rk experience suffered . ' extensive' or
crisis" (p. -353 ) .
adjustments.

f

severe f

They were, in fact, required to make two

Th ese were giving up a job and becoming a mother.

Replicatior1s of LeMaster's work were reviewed and some
inconsistencies revealed in Hobb (1968}.
degree of crisis

VfO.S

He found that the

"slight" and observed that a more accurate

measurement devi ce was . needed, but concluded that the experience should be considered a transition period as opposed to
a crisis.
Rossi (1968) insightfully observed that some of the
discrepancies

m~y

have been due to the varying ages of the.

babies at the time of their parents' interviews.
that it was probably more

~seful,

She stated

in a!ly case, simply to

speak of the impact of parenthood.

The

str~ngth

of that

impact was derived from the unique features of the role of
parenthood • . -Rossi (1968)

~isted

these as the cultural pressure

to assuile that role, the fact th.at inception -was not always
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voluntary, and it was irrevocable.

These features, along wit.h

a lack of any genuine preparation, resulted in practices which
prepared neither men nor women for successful family life.
The Costs
The realities and implications of such findings are
beginning to be discovered.

Bernard (1974) thoroughly

described the consequences of motherhood and commented that
"just having a baby is only the first step in _motherhood.
There is a whole lifetime beyond" (p. 64).

Contemporary

writing for the popular press has also addressed itself to
thi .'3 topic.
M~thers

McBride ( 1973) in The Grov1th and Develonment of

attempted to destroy not the institution -of mother-

hood, itself, but rather the prevailing "Mothe!'.twod Mystique."
A lack of preparation and conscious planning makes new
parents especially vulnerable to the "costs" of parenthood.
Benefits such as maturity, stability, enrichment, and a
solidified marital bond are commonly thought to occur.

Peck

(1974) stated that it was necessary> therefore, to counterbalance what has be com ·~ a "prejudiced perspective" ( p. 141).
A review of the findings of researchers in this area
provided that balance.
In financial

terms~

alone, the rearing of a child in an

average middle-class family will cost approximately $100,000
(Peck, 1974) •.

Of even more significance :\'!as the ·e motional
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cost.

The degree of control over family size and \-rhether or

not a child was wanteci was impo:'::'tant in determining the
emotional impact for any given birth (Christensen, 1968;
Clausen, 1973; Pohlman, 1969).

Both the number and the spac-

ing of the children affected the quality of the

~arriage b~t

not in the same way for all couples (Christensen, 1968).
Pohlman (1969) cited a lessening of free time, freedom,
privacy, sexuality, and spouses's attention, love, and time
as the most frequent ·complaints even in those . homes where
children were v1an ted.

Relevant to this investigation was

Pohlman's conclusion that "the heavier costs of children to
the parent role still fall on women" (p. 158) . . Rossi (1968)
concurred in her findings that the results of childbearing
and -childrearing in wornen ·may be a "negative outcome of a
depressed sense of self-worth, if nGt actual personality
deterioration" (p. 34).

T.hus, she contended, the costs of

childrearing cause women to lose ground during the same years
that men are making their most rapid gains.
Even

~~1ong

women, the costs of parenthood were viewed

differently depending upon one's age 1 education, and size of
fC3Jilily (Sil~erm~n, 1971).
in-depth study

of

·Beckman (1974) co·n ducted an

professional and non-professional women

to determine their perception of the relative rewards and
costs of parenthood.

Not

surpri~ingly,

the professional

w:oman co!lsidered the co.sts of parenthoodto be greater than
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did the non-pro.fessional woman.

..

f~ilies

Women with larger

had higher general satisfaction with. parenthood.

.

The child-

less woman considered the costs of parenthood to be the
highest.

Among the professional women, the benefits of work

included social interaction, achievement, and self-definition-.
The negative aspect of work was the time a\'lay from their
children and the consequent guilt feelings.

The costs of

parenthood for these women were the restriction of freedom
and opportunity, and the worry both about children and one's
own adequacy.

The most frequently mentioned benefit of

parenthood was the developing relationship with the child.
The extent to which knowJ.edge, or even beliefs, about
the benefits and ccsts of parenthood is

knc~ti c~

young non-parent has not been documented.
ible,

nonetheless~

held by the

It appears plaus-

that such information is complementary .to

other social changes which comprise the contemporary setting.
Social Change
The "Women's l'<lovement" is one often cited source of many
of the currently evolYing social chang·es. · vlhether it is or
not is probably irrelevant, since the "Movement" is not an
entity. anyway, but rather a vlide collection of individuals,
ideas, and issues.

\llhat the "Movement" has gained is media

attention which has caused many individuals to be supportive
of its goals, regardless of any for_m al affiliation with the
"v,romen' s Movemer.t."

The degre_E. of support he.s

te~r..

found to
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be

dep~ndent

upon the age and education of the person and the

issue of focus.

The significance of social class in this

regard has been found to be diminishing, as women of varied
classes recognize their similar problems.

These findings led

· Bernard (1975) to conclude that "opposition to feminism is
opposition to the twenty-first century . . • a last-ditch
stand against the demands of the modern world for restructuring
sex roles" (p. lSl).
Individual feminist writers have been successful in
publicizing the "plight" of the role restricted female.
Friedan (1963) vividly described the devastating effects of
· . the implementation of. The Feminine Mystique.

Rossi (1964)

eloquently pleaded the case in "Equality Between the Sexes:
An Immodest Proposal."

Since that time, numerous authors

have called £or attention to similar issues (Deckard, 1975;
Garskof, 1971; Morgan, 1970; Williams, 1977}.
More recently, the issues raised by ferr.inists have been
the focus of long-established family sociologists and psychologists.

Berhard (1974, 1975) cited evidence. that m-other-

hood as practiced in this country was not good for fathers,
mothers, or children.

LeMasters (1974) cautioned that "no

social role • • . should demand that the rest of life be
suppressed or obliterated" (p. 123).

The potentially disas-

trous effects of middle-age on the full-time middle class
housewife has also been acknowledged.
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I'v'lanis (197 6 ) found that women in this category . experienced
a disengagement similar to that of the dying person.

These

characteristics included boredom, depression, friendlessness,
uselessness, inadequacy and the absence of goals.

These

women were disen chanted with marriage and aware of their own
isolation and missed opportunities.

The women tended to be

from conservative communities where child care and employment
opportunities were lacking.

They had married young, had chil-

dren early, had made no career plans, had dominant husbands,
and had a poor self-concept and low aspirations.

These findings

illustrate that there is a need both for programs to rehabilitate such women
schools and

a~d

col l eg~s

to educate young unmarried women in high
about the consequences of such a life-style.

Education
Education, then, is another source of social change,
especially since it became a target of feminist goals.
Examples of sexism in schools are numerous and are available
from a variety of sources (NEA, 197Ja, 1973b; Stacey, 1974).
Schools reinforced the belief in the inevitability of sex
roles and thus restricted behaviors.

One result has been the

prevailing occupational stratification by sex (Wirtenberg &
Nakamura, 1976) . .
Title IX of the Higher
mandated equal

education~l

Educ~tion

Amendments of 1972

opportunity in the areas of

ad.mi ssions, treatment of students, curri culurn, counseling,
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and activities.

The Women's Educational Equity Act of 1974
'

mandated strategies of

inte~vention

to increase the possi-

bilities of maxi:nizing potential, rega:-dless of sex
(Wirtenberg & Nakamura, 1976).

'

The effects of such legisla-

tion, alongside the national trend in career education, are
not yet known.
The Professional Woman
The woman who does become educated and involved in a
career experiences a different family situation as well as
'

Ginzberg (196e) found female fellowship

work position.

winners to be less likely to marry and, if married, more
likely to have married at a later age.

Such worneh had fewer

children and were more likely to return to work soon after
a child's birth.

Participation in the work force decreased

with each additional child.

The degree of investment was

also significant, with women doctorates most likely to be
working full-time.

These women believed neither that women

"should never" nor "must always" work.

Ginzberg concluded

that there· is a strong relationship .between size of family
and work participation.
These findings concurred with

(1964).

Bern~rd's

earlier work

In addition, she noted that the academic woman had

fewer children than her counterpart with c?mparable, but
~on-academic,

training.

Writing near the same time as

Rossi (1964) and Friedan (1963), Bernard noted that the
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problem of dual roles and dual careers existed only for
mothers and not for fathers.
The educated woman chose from options, many of which
-v.rere characteri .ze:d by myths and misconceptions.

She wa.s led

to believe that she must be . ei tl1er a career "V;oman or a
mother.

To try to combine both roles was considered unfair

to the family.

Interestingly, the research has shown that

such a combinatioo is more likely to be "unfair" to women in
terms of reduced chances of success. · Even worse, if a woman
chose ht:r career over all else, she was considered rare and
maladjusted.

This image of the career woman has undergone a

change with more people recognizing that both social influences and

individ~al

differences must be considered (Bernard,

1975; Belson, 1972).
Changing Images
The influence of images or roles upon behavior was a.lso
illustrated in Thompson's (1974) study of the stereotypes of
the only child.

The evidence indicated tht:re were many advan-

tageB to being an only child and that the negative stereo-

types were

~imply

not true . . Nevertheless, the negative

stereotype persisied and even extended to include the mother
of an only child.

In fact, the negativeness was as severe

as that for the deliberately childless woman (Thompson,
1 071'
/ . t+l.

This finding helped to · explain t'veller 1 s (1970) data

that arc.ong 500 college students, not one cf them reported

2$

wanting either one or po children.

Thus, there is a strong

cultural sanction against either option.
The latter option, childlessness, has not been
thoroughly researched, causing Veevers (1973) to describe it
as a neglected field.

Since that time, Movius (19761 has

presented a case for childlessness as a "liberating alternative."

She contended that the demands of dual roles are

such that more ""·omen will "weigh the alternatives and ·
seriously con s ider all options before sliding into a
situation which cannot easily be reversed" (p. 62).
While serious consideration of childlessness may
increase, it does not seem likely that behavior v.rill followa
Even Veevers (1975) concluded a lengthy discussion of the
advantages of childlessness with this comment:
Although voluntary childlessness will never be a
viable option for a large proportion of families, it
is quite possible that it might be the best life
style for more than five percent of all couples
. '\P• _ 4>i6)
v

•

Dual Roles
For the remaining 95%, children, although perhaps in
decreasing munbers, vdll be a reality.

Thus, one crucial

option has to do with the successful implementation of dual
roles.

Rapoport and Rapoport (1971) reported that such

· fami l ies were st i ll a minority but c0uld be considered
pion e ers for v:ha.t is to come.
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Holmstrom {1972) observed that dual-career professionals
both valued children and had them.

However, they frequently

had only one or two, waited longer after marriage to have
them, and were older at the time of their first child's birth.
HoL"Dstrorn's subjects also reported that their . careers had
influenced the size and timing of their families.

This is

th.e opposite of the direction hypothesized by Ginzberg (196$).
Consistent with Ginzberg, though, was the fact that continuity
of participation in the work force was critical to professional
success (Holmstron, 1972).
Recently, Heckman, Bryson and Bryson (1977) investigated
the problems of professional couples through an analysis of
writ.ten comrr en-cs by 200 psychcl0gist :ouples.

'!:'hey found

comments to be made more often by women, and to be concerned
primarily with the problems of women.

While some problems

were examples of social prejudice and job discrimination, the
largest category had to do with career and .family con.flicts.
Examples of such problems included restricted job mobility,
demands .on an i ndividual's time and energy, fa111ily versus
job demands, . role conflicts, feelings of competition and/or
resentment, .and 7tfr!,e bri:::1ging of problems home.
The conclusion of this research was that women were
more willing to place their careers secondary to the needs
of their

farnilie~;

or their husbandsr careers.

The authors .

cautiously conclurled that "a trend toward cultural no:nns
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that are compatible with more

equali~aria_n

career couples is developing" (p. 330).

roles for dual

In the meantime,

their study suggested "the continued existence of role conflicts that are typically at the

eA~ense

of the woman's

personal ide!ltity and professional performance" (p. 330).
Bernard (1974) has documented the evidence for a

:
I

concise conclusion that "roles, not 1-vomen, were stereotyped,
structures, not women, were rigid" (p. 158) .

In order . to

handle the role strain, and subsequent guilt feelings, it
became necessary for such mothers to believe they were better
mothers because they worked.

Another variable in the develop-

mer.t or absence of role strain was what Bernard described
as the nlaw cf tusba:nd cooperation'' (p. 158).

She suggested

that the roles uf both persons must be considered in order
to resolve successfully the strain.
Darley (1976 } concurred . that it was situational factors
which influenced a woman's domestic and professional choices
and behavior.

Even the differences in personality traits

w·e re considered to be due to reinforcement in different
situations.

Therefore, she stated that one major

contribu~

tion to the dual role dilemma was the establishment of a
reference group consisting of appropriate models.

A similar

recommendation encouraging the employment of female professionals in colleges has been made (Group Advancement
Psychiatry, 1975).
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Implica tion s

!

Recomme ndations to enhance the successful combination
of roles hav e been present ed by nwnerous authors (Bernard,
1974; Grou p Advan cement Psy chiatry, 1975; Holmstrom, 1972;
Pohlman, 1969; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971).
of the

reco~m en d ations

Central to all

was the agreement that it was child-

rearing, and not childbearing, that was difficult to combine
with a woman 1 s career.

Thus, the conclusion was that .i t

was the rigidity of occupations and the isolation of the
nuclear fam i ly that most needed to be modified.
· Suggested changes focused on domestic reorganization,
child care services, new social work policies, and a redefinition of roles.

Specific practices described included

professional child care in and out of the home, flexible and
paid maternity and paternity work leave, parity pay for parttime _work, flexible work schedules, and shared jobs.

-Any

combination of these policies would greatly increase the
opportunities for shared parenting, involving and benefiting
children, mothers, and fathers.
The previous description of the realities of parenthood
and the cited contemporary social changes help to explain
the creation of what has become for many couples a genuine
dilemma.

The decision to become a parent is influenced by

everything from pronatalism and the costs and values of
.children to the concerns for personal fulfillment and the

'

'
!
!
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seemingly inevitable difficulties faced by dual

~ole

persons

(Fisher, 1977; Whelan, 1975)~
Variables
Further understanding of the dilemma of young peopJ.e
~ohside~ing

parenthOod can be gained

th~ough

a

revi~w

of

research focused on each of those variables which appear to
have the most relevance.

Th~se

include studies of fertility,

sex roles, career aspirations, and child care expectations.
Finally, previous studies which relate specifically to those
aspects of parenthood which comprise the problem being studied
herein, help to comprise a theoretical framework for this
study.
Fertiiitv
Investigation by demographers into the phenomenon of
fertility has relied largely upon census or vital registration data.

The interests of psychologists have been differ-

ent and have, therefore, utilized primarily the survey approach.
Such surveys generally had one or more of the follo\'v'ing purposes:
1.

The psychological factors associated with fertility

differences were discovered.
2.

The fertility expe¢ta.tions and behaviors of signifi..:.

cant portions of the population were studied in order to
project future fertility.

3.

A baseline was established so ttat a measure of

change could be identified in ·COnnection with family planning
programs

1970).
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Classic studies.

The Indianapolis Study

(19~6-l95S)

and the Princeton Study (1961-1969) dealt most completely
with psychological explanatory factors.

The Indianapolis

Study found only some support for economic status' relationship to fertility. ·· Tha Princieton Study

str~s~ed

the impor-

tance of religion and the- decreasing significance of socioeconomic status.

The lack of strong meaningful correlations

from either of, these ::;tudies was cited as the .source of .
skepticism with regard to personality yariables and fert.ility
(Fawcett, 1970).
The

Gro~~h

of American Families Studies of 1955 and

1960 and the Nqtional Fertility Study of 1965 sampled
opinions regardi.ng desires and expectations of family size.
The findings indicated a strong preference for the two to
four child family.

.T hey also found that the differential

between desired number and actual number was decreasing
(Fawcett, 1970).
Family sociology.

Family sociologists have researched

the relationship of family interaction and fertility.
Studies have tended to show, for example, that there is a
relationship between the number of siblings one has and the
number of one's

o~n

children.

However, even while cultural

and subcultural norms, such as religion and age at marriage,
may be responsible for set expectations, indi·..ridual moti vational :factors are still likely to determine specific
intentions (Clausen & Clausen, 1973).
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Fi~dings .

from intensive interviews _s uggested that those

women 1t>'"ho are more oriented just to children preferred larger
families while those who had interests in activities outside
the home preferred smaller families.

Vlhere couples practiced

joint, or less s egregated, roles there was both more efficient use of contraception and preference for smaller sized
families.

However, a consistent norm, although subject to

varied definitions, \vas that "one. shouldn't have more children than one can support, but one should have as many
children as one can afford" (Rainwater, 1965, pp. 150-151).
Changes in views.
ex~~ined

The attitudes of college students have

by several researchers.

As previously noted,

Weller (1970) found that there was no acceptance of only child
or childless families.

He noted at that time that men and

\>rcmen differed in their motivation for parenthood, but that
sex role identity was not related to these motives.

Another

study concluded that some personality characteristics were
significant with relationship to motivation for parenting.
Platzek (1973) concluded vdth a recommendation that sex roles,
in particular, needed further investigation.

Students in 1970

were reported to want significantly fewer children than did
students in 1965.

In addition, the 1970 students were more

permissive with regard to childlessness (Pohlman, 1974).
Suter and Waite (1975) used data from a National .
Longitudinal Survey to monitor changes from 1971 to 1973
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for

1e

to 24 year old

wom~n.

In .that

t~me

child-per-woman decreased from 2.7 to 2._4.

the average .
The average fell

for all women regardless of age, education, race, marital
status, age at current marriage, family size, or labor force
participation.

Concern for population growth had some effect,

while attitude toward women's role did not.

The .authors

concluded:
The evidence in this paper suggests that a strong
concensus that families in the United States should
be limited to two children has developed.
in faraily size may

i~self

This change

lead to further changes in

roles of women in society (Suter & Waite, 1975, p. 31).
Recalling that Thompson (l974) concluded tha~
"restrictive faznily size decisions are more prevalent among
the less religious and less tradition-rooted females"
(p. 102), the possibilities for significant widespread
change are apparent.

Whether fertility affects sex roles,

or sex roles affect fertility, or both, the implications are
profound. for attempting

to

understand and predict this. set

of important human behaviors.
Sex Roles ·
Research in the area of sex roles has focused on their
identification and measurement, their prevalence, strength,
?.nd change for different groups, thefr relationship with
behaviors, and their consequences (Kaplan & Bean, 1976;
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Sargent, 1977; \f eitz, 1977).

Recently, 17 year 0lds nationwide

were asked what they believed to be 1'woman 1 s place."

The

National Assessment of Educational Progress found that

30%

believed a woman 1 s place is in the home and another 20%
thought women should be allowed to work under only certain
circumstances.

Significant sex splits on these views were

also found (Gonder, 1977).
The concern for consequences of sex roles first brought
attention to the fact that extreme role specialization was
neither inevitable nor necessarily desirable.

Bernard (1975)

cited studies that the male who is the successful aggressive
worker may have difficulty becoming the compassionate fathero
Sons of such fathers ars reported to be Seeking other alternatives and expressing v-d.llingness to be involved with their
children.

Women seem to be saying they love and want to

care. for their

c~ildren,

but not exclusively.

Such trends

do not indicate the demise of happy marriage and family life.
To the contrary, research indicated that the marriages in

1950 which viere characterized by extreme role specialization
v.rere precisely the ones which were most likely to have
become "empty shell" marriages in 1970.

Thus, a greater

integration of work and family life appears to be a desirable
goal (Bernard, 1975).
A study of the sex role attitudes of once married women

between the ages of 40 and 44 years found little support for
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either traditional or modern equalitarian sex role attitudes.
Education was t h e most important correlate for a modern sex
rolB

attitud~

with employment and urban residence only

sligb.tly significant.

The authors interpreted the ambivalence

and ambiguity e xpressed to mean that change is occurring
(Stokes & Willits, 1976).
A comparison of

fres~~an

and senior responses in 1969

and 1973 revealed that there had been a
positive feelin gs toward feminism.
groups in 1973.

~arked

increase in

This was true for both

The women perceived little change, though,

in the attitudes they believed to be held by men.

The

· possible conflict due to role strain, if such perceptions
are accurate,

noted by the author.

~as

The women studied,

however, were still quite positive about marriage and motherhood (Parelius, 1975}.

The legitimacy of such concern gains

further validity from Scanzoni's (1975, 1976b) findings that
college men and women were changing in their attitudes, but
the men more sl owly than the women.
Similarly, S:·tokes (1975) found that among high school
female seniors, :;hose women with a con·temporary view of
feminine roles a..spired to h i gher educational goals, expect.ed
to marry at a lat ;;:!" age, and both desired and expected fewer
1

children than t h ose women who were tradition oriented.

The

sex role ideology was more strongly related to family size
preference than any other variables including educational

aspiration.

McLaughlin (1974) also found that perceived

status deprivation in high school senio:r females positively
influenced career interest and, in turn, negatively affected
f~~ily

size expectations.

Scanzoni (1975, l976a, l976b) has

repeatedly found sex role orientation to be a strong
dictor of fertility.

pre~

The interrelationship between sex role,

career or educational aspiration, and fertility is far from
being clearcut and thus warrants further inquiry.
Career Aspirations
While there is an abundance of material available in
the broad area of career aspiration and career choice, only
certain aspects of career aspiration research are relevant·
to this study.

One purpose of this review is to explore the

characteristics of women who are career innovative.

Secondly,

those studies ,..,hich have related career choice to sex role
ideology were examined.

Finally, the. nature of the relation-

ship between fertility and labor force participation is
probed.
Those characteristics of college -women most often
associated "\vi th high career aspirations included:
l.

confidence in career plans

2.

willin gness to postpone marriage

3.

satisfaction with her life

4.

nontraditional values and behavior

5.

belief that discriMination was responsible for

many women'

.3

f ailures
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6.

belief th at organiz ed pressure would be necessary

to combat discrimination

7.

belief that equality demands are justified

8.

belief that most men concur with her ideas.

Parsons (l975b) conclud ed that attitudinal and personality
variables were more related to

~evels

of aspiration in college

women than were the long-established demographic ones.

The

importance of supportive peer groups, including males, was
also indicated.

To raise the level of aspirations he con-

cluded that it would be necessary to reeducate people with
regard to the feasibility of dual roles.
Such a conclusion and recommendation concurred with
Tangri's (1972) earlier finding that those college senior
women who chose non-stereotypical occupations had some role
support from faculty and female friends as well as a boyfriend.

She also found . these women to be more

a~tonomous,

individualistic, and motivated by internally imposed demands.
Such differences in personal characteristics have been
found in women in two-year colleges as well.

In one instance

the innovative woman was found to possess a higher grade
point average, have made her career choice more recently, was
less apt to plan to marry before finishing her education, and
to choose from a wider range of careers.

The women who

planned to work continuously, marry, and have two or more
children comprised -40% of the study.

While the career
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iru1ovati ve comprised only 20% of the sample, variations from
traditional lifestyles existed in the plans of all the women$
Since work v.ras ·viewed as important in ab10st all of the
cases, counselors should offer greater assistance to women
in the assessing and planning for dual roles (Veres, 1975).
Sex differ-ences.

A number of variables appear to be

related to eventual career choices.

Of significance to this

study are some of those that reveal sex differences.

Social

class and influence of significant others was found to
operate equally in both sexes among high school seniors.
Differences were found in the desired age of marriage and
its relationship to educational plans also (Smith, 1976).
It

h~s

been suggested, too, that if

th~

women!s perceptions

of the attributes of different occupations could be changed,
career options could be expanded (Parsons, 1975a).
Among working class female high school students, the
stronger the conviction of equality of the sexes, the higher
the educational aspirations.

The strength of this attitude

was a better predictor than either achievement or social
It was revealed in e·..,ren those young women
: views and low aspirations {Gaskell, . l975}.
level, also, women's attitudes
to be

rela~ed

towa~d

clas~.

"'i th conservative
At the

colle~e

women's roles was found

to career aspiration (Witkin, 1973).

Friedman (1975) also concluded that sex role ideology
l'las related to career choice.

Sex role ideology was more
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important than early 5ocialization,
values, or socia.l support.

prese~t

life situations,

He also concluded that family

decisions were .made subsequent to those career·choices.

Such

a career pattern is t.he reYerse of Ginzberg's (1968} observation that careers are based on family size.
Labor force

participat~on.

Such a conclusion demonstrates

that a study of career aspirations of females eventually must
search for the nature of the relationship of careers to fertility.

Yockey (1975) proposed a model showing the restritting

effect of female employment on family size due to the intervening psycholo g ical variables.

These variables are presumed

to occur due to paid employment in middle class women in the
United States.
Waite and Stolzenberg (1976) actually

attempt~d

to

probe that relati onship between labor force participation
and family

size~

on that issue.

Previously, three positions had been taken
These included the possibility that ,.,omen

reduce fertilit y to accommodate labor force participation,
that - they modify· labor force participation to accommodate
expected fertility, or that both factors affect each other
simultaneously.
In a study including a national sample of 14 to 24 year
old females between the years of 1968 and 1973, the methodol_ogi cal problems of previous researchers ·w-ere examined in an
attempt to dete1mine which of the three previously mentioned
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positions was most accurate.

Statistical models using

standardized regression coefficients were used making possible the simultaneous reciprocal causation between fertility
expectations and labor force participation plans.

The

contention was that such a procedure had the "advantage of
allowing us to compare the 'importance' of one variable in
-the model to the 'importance' of the others" (Waite &
Stolzenberg, 1976, p. 247)o
Using this approach to the investigation of fertility
and labor force participation, they found that anticipated
labor force part icipation at 35 years of age affected fertility expectations.

This conclusion was true for both

single and marrie d young women.

The finding suggested that

women do not fo!"TT'! childbearing and labor force participation
expectations aft er marriage, but rather before a marriage has
taken place (Wai te & Stolzenberg, 1976).
Thus, a question posed by Bumpass and Westoff (1970)
inquiring to what extent women either limit fertility in
order to work or work and lirni t fertility 1r;as tenta.ti vely
answered.
in order to

It a pp eared that women did limit their fertility
acc om~ odate

labor force participation. · A full

expla.nation of this behavi-o r remains to be found.

The

plaus~

ible explanation is that women with career interests recognized the disadvantages of being out of the market.

Another

was that a career a l so provided satisfaction and thus left

--
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less time ar1d need for further children

1976).

(~lai te &

Stolzenberg,

In any case, it is apparent that the psychological

investigations of fertility have not provided answers to
questions.
Child Care Bxpectations
As indicated previously, the importance of infancy and
childhood has been well established (Frank, 1966).

The conse-

quent implication was that the nexperts" led women to believe
that children's needs could only be met by full-time mothers.
Rossi (1964) even contended that those experts complicated
the task of childrearing, thus making it more difficult and
time-consuming.

The acceptance of culturally determined

practices as inevitable restricted the open examination of
any other alternatives (Wortis, 1974).
Specificall y, there were three findings that contradicted
long held and social scientist supported positions.

These

were the facts that:
1.

Infants can become attached to fathers if cared for

by them.

2.

There is no instinctual basis for mothering.

3.

The~e

is no evidence cf differences between children

of working mothers and those of non-working

~others

(Wortis,

1974).
Authors have reported for a number of years that the
stereotypical way of caring for children may not be beneficial for women (Frj.edan, 1963; J:VicBride, 1973; Rossi, 1964)

a
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Recently there has been some indication it was not necessarily
good for children either (Bernard, 1975).

In 1964 Rossi

stated that
full-time motherhood is neither sufficiently absorbing
to the woman nor beneficial to the child to justify a
contempora.ry woman's devoting fifteen or more years to
it as her exclusive occupation (p. 624).
The concern .over the effects of child care is neither
new nor settled.

Based on available data, 'Vlortis in 1974

concluded:
I am convinced that ne\'l studies will continue to
demonstrate that stable, loving, stimulating group
environments can produce healthy, affectionate, bright
youngsters and that

qui~e

early in life infants can

spend a good part of their day away frorr. their homes
and parents without adverse consequences (p. 742).
That conviction recently received additional support
in the findings of Jerome Kagan (1976).
effects of group care for

inf~1ts

differences were found as

co~pared

cared for in their homes.

In a study of the

aged 3 to 30 months, no
to comparable infants

Areas investigated were those of

cognitive functioning, la!1guage, attachment, separation
protest, and tempo of play.
children in day care came

The qualifiers were that the

fro~

supportive families and were

cared for by conscientious, nurturant adults.
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Approximatel y half of all women with scho ol age children
are already worki ng (Bernard, 1975).

These numbers and the

strong possibili t y that they will increase has led to increased
concerns about changes in family structure and their impact$
Lorber (1975) _cl2.irned that changes in sex roles and childrearing patterns would ramove the mechanisms that previously
guaranteed the socialization of children.

She predicted that

the problem will be aggravated by the accomplishment of many
fer.dnist goals.
A similar concern for the future of children was

expressed by Lott (1973) who noted that when even feminists
denigrate childrearing, the true importance and value of the
0ask may be

forgo~ten.

If that is the case,

~he

persons who

might make the best parents, that is those who are independent,
flexible, and democratic, will be the least likely to have
children.

On the other hand, those who choose to have chil-

dren would be those who are fearful of autonomy and distrustful of their ow11 capacities to function in a larger community
(Lott, 1973).
This

va~iety

of concerns has led to numerous suggestions

as viable alternatives to full-time mothering in an isolated
nuclear family (Bernard, 1974; Group Advancement Psychiatry,

1975; Holmstrom, 1972; Lorber, 1974; Rapoport & Rapoport,
1971).

Most of these suggestions were aimed at eliminating

some of the difficulties of dual roles as described previously.
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TvlO

primary approaches have been suggested.

One is the

drastic modification of work policies making it possible for
mothers and fat-hers to share in both the provider and caretaker roles.

The other approach is the provision of quality

professional child care on a full or parttime basis.

The

need for institutional support in these areas has been repeatedly stated (Bernard, 1974; Fogarty, Rapoport & Rapoport,

1971; Pohlman, l969)a

At least some preliminary findings

with regard to the influence of child care are available.
wnat is not available is an indication of the attitudes held
toward child care as evidenced by the expectations of nonp~rents.

Even more revealing would be data indicating the

relationship of that

expec~ation

to sex role, career

aspiration, and fertility.
Integration of Variables
An extensive study of women in top jobs is particularly
relevant in that it investigated the relationship among sex
roles, careers, and family life (Fogarty, Rapoport & Rapoport,

1971).

While its iriitial focus was women, it ca11e to include

men and the relationship between men and women.
that a

r~thinking

It con.cluded

of the roles of both sexes was required.

The problems that sex roles create for dual careers were
readily apparent.
In relating their findings to the future,the authors
contended that workable patterns for maximizing women's
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potential could be found if a range of options was provided • .
The importance of a male who was, himself, well . "integrated"
was demonstrated in order to create a "joint enterprise on
the part of men and women to revise work and family roles to
the advantage of both" (Fogarty, Rapoport & Rapoport, 1971,
p . . 510).

In the Uni·ted States, studies similar to Fogarty's
study in Great Britain have . taken place. . 'I'hese studies have
explored the relationships among sex roles, careers, and
fertility in married couples and, to a lesser degree, in
college students (Heinsohn, 1974; Scanzoni, 1975, 1976a,
1976b).
Heinsohn (1974) identified a sex role equality attitude,
a work and career expectation, and the socio-economic status
of female college seniors • . The traditional sex role oriented
persons were more likely to have a lower socio-economic status
and to have a family oriented expectation.

Among the non-

traditional women, the higher the socio-economic status, the
greater · the expectation toward careers.

Thus, despite

conflicting findings of earlier studies, Heinsohn (1974)
concluded that there was a relationship among sex role

equal~

i ty attitudes, ,.,..ork anci career expectations, and socioeconomic status.
Based on the aQbigaity resulting frow previous work,
Scarizoni attempted to contribute to a theoretical framework

linking fertility to established variables such as age at
marriage, education, religion, and emplo·yrnent > and a relatively new variable, sex role orientation.

He based his

hypothesis on a "utility" approach which presumed that fertility control was dependent upon perceptions of available
resources, rei'.rards, and costs.

Such perceptions, even if

unconscious, may or may not be affected by the revival of
feminism and the changes in sex roles$
Even the classic inverse relationship of socio-economic
status and fertility may represent an alternative utilities
approach in that it was another avenue for success.

Previous

data also indicated that the more traditional a woman's view
of her role, the more children she was likely to have $

The

significance of better education and the confusion over
whether employm.ent affected family size or vice versa
suggested the possibility that it was sex role definitions
that were strongly correlated to ccmpleted family size.
Scanzoni's sample of once married couples was studied
for the influence of sex, age, race, religio11, education, and
sex role on fa.11ily size.

A similar research was conducted ·

with single college students as the focus.
conclusions were cited.

Of interest in this context was the

fact that in both the married
sarnple, there were

r:~. any

Eighteen specific

s~1ple

similarities.

and the college student
Most important was the

finding t!'lat there was an inverse relationship betweer, sex
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role norms and birth intentions.

The more equalitarian, or

non-traditional, the sex role norm held, the smaller the
birth intention.

This relationship was true also, although

weaker, in the males.

Religion, while related, was not as

strong as sex role norms (Scanzoni, 1975).
A follow-up study of comparable college students using
the same instrument was also completed.

Between 1971 and

1974 both sexes became more equalitarian, but the women more
so than the men.

The 1974 women preferred the "problematic

husband alterations" role and also intended to have fewer
children.

It appeared that the genuine equality role was

seen as not feasible and thus the alternated was the best
available choice.

The men were more

indiffere~t

to go along with their wives' decisions.

and willing

However, more

women expected to work than husbands expected wives to work
(Scanzoni~

1976b) .

Recently, a sample of young couples from the original
study were reinterviewed (Scanzoni, 1976a).

In identifying

their role dimensions and fertility intentions, the same
kind of findings prevailed.

A strong

~egative

birth intentions was the equal-partner status.

predictor of
In other

words, the more egalitarian couples intended fewer children.
The conclusion presented was that households are not really
attempting ndual reward." patterns.
be compromising or

s~bstituting

Instead, they appear to

one set of rewards for
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another.

The rationale for such a compromise is probably

valid in that the
emergence of dual-reward patterns would probably depend
en the development of structural mechanisms both in and
out of the households to reduce those tangible and
intangible costs (Scanzoni, 1976a, p. 690).
This issue of the correlates of desired family size to
social-psychological and demographic variables in undergraduates was specifically investigated.

Women were found

to desire slightly smaller families (1.91 versus 2.04) and to
be more accepting of childless families.

The author suggested

that. women may be finding careers wore attracthre. The subjects
of this study were middle-class volunteers who were paid to
participate in 1974 (Haskell, 1977).
Thus the familiar issue of children and their care
reappears and makes its influence known.

Women appea.r to be

still choosing between children and career achievement.

The

alternatives of husband participation and/or greater use of
quality child care have not been

de~onstrated

to be feasible.

Thus, the pm'lerful influence of sex roles, via education and
career, appears related to fertility behavior.

The relation-

ship, however, is net yet well defined or clarified.

Further-

more, it is not known in what way the child care expectations
or options might influence that relationship.

A theoretical
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- framework does exist, though, into which a.ny additional data
may be integrated.
Methodological Assurrmtions and Discussion
The assumptions made in the initial chapter of this
dissertation were:
l.

Expressed responses regarding career aspirations

(Holland, 1968) and birth intentions (Bumpass&. Westoff,

1970) are legitimate indices of these plans .
2.

There is a positive relationship between social norms

and behavior (Scanzoni, 1975}.

3.

Decisions regarding childbearing and childrearing

are of importance to both the individuals directly involved
and the entire 50ciety.
ExPressed Responses to Career Aspirations and Birth Intentions
'I'he third assumption is largely a value judgr.1ent, but
is not likely to be a source of controversy.

The first two,

hov;aver, require explanation and justification.
The extent to which expressed career aspirations reflect
eventual career activity has been the subject of much discussion.

Holland (196S) justified the use of expressed inten-

tions as long as they were interpreted as that.
words,

~he

In other

relationship between intentions in one area of

behavior and intentions in another behavior at any one point
in time is worthy of attention.

The extent to which either

of the in-cended behaviors and the new relationships, if any,
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materialize could well be the subject of future research.

The

position is taken, thus, that the student's expression of
intentions on a variety of topics is yalid for that point in
time.
The legitimacy of the statement of birth intentions has
been investigated and described (George, 1973; Ryder &
Westoff, 1971; Scanzoni, 1975).
9eople "have a well ·-defined

George (1973) reported that

concep~

of ideal family size"

(p. 363) and that "the family size ideal • • • of an individual can affect his fertility performance to the extent to
which he is able and willing to plan the size of his
(p. 364).

fa~ily"

Most convincing is the observation that "a positive

as soc::: z.tioil has been found between ld.eal family size and
number of births in the United States" (George, 1973, p. 364).
Scanzoni (1975) contributed further to the validity o.f stated
birth intentions by noting that what younger women are saying
they intend is the same as -what older women say also on a
nation-wide basis.
The use of the word "intentions" has been found to
yield very little difference from expectation (Ryder &
Westoff, 1971).

This fact led to its use by Ryder and

Westoff, the Growth of

P~erican

Family Study, Princeton

Study, the Census Bureau, and Scanzoni.

It has been repeat-

edly demonstrated to have both reliability and the ability
to oredict actual behavior (Scanzoni, 1975).
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A final issue related to birth intentions is the use
of a single quest ion.

Correlations of responses to that

question and scares on an attitude test reveal a high positive relationship (George, 1973).

The single question

method, of course , has the advantage of ease of administration and economy of time and expense.

After extensive use,

it can be concluded that "the single question method appears
to have a sufficiently high reliability and validity to
justify its use i n the measurement of family size norms"
(George, 1973, p. 366).
The Relationshi p Between Social Norms and Behavior
The validity of an instrument purporting to measure sex
o:cientations i5 also based on the assu."llption that there
is a relationshi p between social norms and behavior.

Conse-

guently, Scanzoni described in detail the rationale for such
use.

His explanation began with the observation that sex

differentiation contained at least two aspects, one normative
and the other behavioral (Scanzoni, 1975).

Psychologists

have focused on behavior while sociologists have been mostly
concerned with norms, ideologies, values, and beliefs.
role as

u~ed

Sex

by Seanzoni (1975) and within t his study is,

then, in the sens e of a rol e norm.
Thus, the measurement of sex roles through the expression
of' gender norms is one reasonable approach to this methodeJ ogical dilemma.

Scanzoni · (1975) concluded that "fro:n that
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body of literature knovm as

~role

theory' there is considerable

support for the technique of measuring roles in terms of nonns
that structure themn (p. 2e).
In addition, there is Scandanavian research by Holter
which produced eYidence actually linking sex role and
behavior (cited in Scanzoni, 1975).

Sex role differentia-

tion reflected actual discriminating behaviors.

For example,

more egalitarian women were more willing to assume supervisori.al positions, lost emotional control less often, and
quarreled less in work groups (cited in

Scanzoni~

1975).

The

position taken in this research study was that roles, as
revealed through norms, do have a relationship to behavior.
Summary
College students are a part of a contemporary setting
which i9 characterized by significant social changes in
general and specific parenting practices in

part~cular.

The

decision to become a parent is complicated by folklore,
pronatalism,
to parent.

a~d

a lack of understanding of the motivation

The realities of the transition to parenthood

and its consequent costs often conflict with parents'
expecta tione.• ·
The issues of the Women's Movement have served to bring
attention to the situation of many women with regard to
careers and fami.lies.
regarding

w~men's

Even education has perpetuated myths

capabilities.

The result has been that
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not even the professional woman can escape the many p:-oblems
stemming from fali!lily and career conflicts.

Dual roles are

a reality, but so are the ineYi.table difficulties.
It is withi n this
a decision with

~egard

conte)~

that an

in~ividual

to birth intentions.

must make

Therefore 1

several of the variables related to fertility were reviewed.
Classic studies in the field of fertility indicated the
importance of religion, socio-economic status, and orientation toward children.

More recent studies indicated college

students may be changing in their attitudes and expectations.
The identification, measurement, and relationship of
sex roles was the focus of several studies.

Sex roles appear

to be changing and to have profounct implications for several
aspects of an individual's life, including career

choice~

'l'he characteristics of the career innovative woman and the
sex differences in factors related to career choice reflect
this significance of sex roles.
re~ationship

An attempt to clarify the

of labor force participation and fertility

illustrated the consequence of any such relationship.

The

implications for child care were described and the need for
more data in this area identified.
Recent attempts to integrate these findings indicated
the possible strength of sex roles in predicting birth
intentions.

Thus the need was established to determine

w:t-...at, in fact, are: college freshrnen's sex role norms, career
choices~

child care expectations, and birth intentions.

In

addition, the identification of the relationship among these
variables, as well as long-standing demographic ones, was
considered essential to a developing theory of fertility.
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Chapter 3
THE PROCEDURES
The format o.f this research is briefly described.

The

population is d efined fully and the methods of identifying
representative S2.rnples reported.

The development of an

original instruma:nt, the Data Sheet, is described and an
evaluation of th·e Scanzoni measure of sex role orientation
presented.

The

~ ethods

of collecting data to ensure valid

information are rev-iewed.

The statistical analysis and the

way in v?hich each question or hypothesis wil l be answered is

explained.

A summary of the procedures of this study

completes this chapter.
Research

Desi~n

This stu dy >tras a survey which utilized ex post facto
data in order to produce descriptive , corre l ational, and
predictive infor::Jation.

The process consisted of construct-

ing a Data Sheet which identified relevant demographic and
personal characteristics) career aspiratjons, child care
expectations. and birth intentions.

Sex role orientation

was measured by using a scale constructed and used for
t~at

purpose by Dr. John Scanzoni of Indiana University.

Both instruments '"'ere administered to a randow saJnpling of
college freshmen from three insti t •.1.tions: a community college,
a state college, and a private university.

Population .snd Sarnple

... ·
· t --l·r·1cavlO.ll
I den
The parent population was the freshman classes of three
colleges: Modest o Junior College, California State College,
Stanislaus, and the University of the Pacific.

All three

were accredited by the Western Association of Schools and
Colleges.

Vinile all three were located in the San Joaquin

Valley of California, they were in separate communities and
their student bDdies were quite distinct.
Modesto Junior College {MJC) is located in Modesto,
California, a rap idly growing city of 80,000.

This city serves

as the economic hub of a much larger geographical area and its
econ·j my is deper!.l dent upon agriculture and numerous industries.
The city has a l arge unified school system consisting of 4
high schools, 3 j unior high schools, and 21 elementary schools.
Approximately a d ozen smaller communities are also

incl~ded

in the community c ollege district.
Hodesto Junior College was organized in 1921 as the
state's first

j~ni or

college.

Its school district covers

4,000 square miles and its day and evening student body is
approximately 15,000.

It is a cor.1prehensive cormnunity

college offering p ersonal interest courses, vocational programs leading to th e awarding of certificates, Associate of
Arts degrees and Associate of Science Degrees, and lower
division general education courses that are transferable to
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all state colleises and universities, as well as to most
private colleges and universities.
Approximately 900 students transfer annually.

Residents

comprise 95% of the student body and reflect the community's
population of C.aucasian, Mexican-American, Portuguese and
Black persons.

The a<irnission policy is such that it is open

to all persons wno are either lS years of age or older, or
are high school graduates.

There is no tuition fee for

residents (Modesto Junior College, 1976-1977).
California State College, Stanislaus (CSCS), is part of
the state's system of 19 state colleges and state universitieso
It is located in Turlock, California, a community of 18,000
whose economy is based largely on agriculture and food
processing plants.

The town has one high school and six

elementary schools.
Founded in 1957, CSCS is a liberal arts institution.
Its enrollment of 3,100 students is draVI'Tl. from cities throughout California and other Western states.

School authorities

report. that in addi ticn to commuter students, the rural
atmosphere and small town setting have attracted many students
from metropolitan areas.

CSCS offers 25 Bachelor's degrees

and 7 f<laster' s Degrees.

Admission requirements are the same

as for all other state colleges.

The fee for state residents

is a pproximately $190 a year (Ca l ifornia State College,
Stanisl aus, 1976-1977).
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The University of the Pacific is located in Stockton,
California, a city whose population is approximately 120,000.
Stockton is in the center of the San Joaquin Valley and is
s~rategically

located on the San Joaquin Delta, giving ship

access to the San Francisco Bay.

Students at UOP, however,

are primarily non-residents who come from a variety of
geographical areas.
The University of the Pacific (UOP), with an enrollment
of 5,600, is the only private university in the Central Valley
of California.

Established in 1851 as the first chartered

institution of higher education in California, it offers a
comprehensive liberal arts and professional degree program.
The College of the Pacific is one of several colleges
that comprise the UOP campus.

Students in this liberal arts

college choose from 42 major programs, although all participate in an inter-disciplinary core program during the
and sophomore years.

fresl~an

Except for Stockton residents, these

students live on campus.

The approximate annual cost for

tuition and room and board is $ 5,200 (University of the
Pacific, 1976-1977).
Institutional approval of this study was gained from the
Deans at CSCS and UOP, and from the

Preside~t

of MJC.

In

addition to granting approval, representatives of all three
institutions indicated their support and willingness to
cooperate.
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Selection of sample.
was randomly selected.

The sample from this population

It consisted of approximately 150

students from each of the three fresl'm1an classes.
inclu.ded males and females, single or

married~

The sample

who were not

parents, and \r:ho had earned less than 30 units of college
credit.
At MJC, freshman students in the regular daytime program
are expected to enr-oll in a "Personal Developmentn class
taught by college counselors.

In the fall semester of 1977,

44 sections of that class were offered.

Using a list of

course refE'rence numbe::-s, ten sections were randomly chosen.
The students within those sectionsbecar.1e the sample and were
contacted during a class meeting and asked to participate.
At CSCS, the sample included students from randomly
chosen sections of Freshman English Composition.
not all sections of English Composition were
- in-class contact.

Therefore, additional

However,

av~ilable

fres~~an

for

students

were selected randomly from the Registrar's list and contacted
through the mail.

The data were integrated since all subjects

were chosen randomly and were part of the same population.
At the C0llege of the Pacific of UOP, a list of registered
freshman students was obtained.
randomly identified.

Students to be included were

These students were then mailed a cover

letter, a Data Sheet, and the Scanzoni scale .
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Instrumentation
A Data Sheet was designed to gather needed student data.
Informational questions included name, local and permanent
address, sex, ag e, citizenship, ethnic group, religion, high
school grade point average, and number of college units
completed.

Additionally, their parents' occupations and

education, number of siblings, and
attending \':ere

repcr~edo

Students

~ind

of college they were

~-,rere

also asked to indi-

cate their career aspirations, their marital and parental
status, their vwrk expectations at different family stages,
the number of children they intended to have: and their
preferred method for providing daily caretaking for thei.r
child.

The five options for child care inc l uded full-time

mother, primarily the mother and part-time child care, regular child care, sharing by mother and father equally, and
sharing by mother and father plus part-time child care.
- The relevance and comprehensiveness of the identified
questions were validated by professors in fiel ds related to
the study.

These included Dr. William Theimer ; Jr., Professor

of Counseling

a;1d.

Educational Psychology; Dr. Lorna Swain,

Professor of Counseling Education; Dr. Robe r t Morrow,
Professor of Early Childhood Education; Dr . Walter Nyberg,
Professor of Marriage and Fa.11ily Life; and Dr. George Lewis,
Professor of Sociology.

In addition, the questions used were
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based on a thorough revie\'1 and rational analysis of the review
of the literature.
The developed Data Sheet was administered in a pilot
test to a group of 27 non-sample but comparable students.
Questions 1 cornJn.ents, and reactions were in vi ted.
revisions in

th~ee

Clarifying

questions were made based on the responses

from these students.
The

measura~ent

of sex role orientation was obtained

through the use of a seven-role scale developed for that
purpose by Dr. John Scanzoni, Professor of Sociology at the
University of Indiana.

The scale yields two scores and

contained 21 five-choice Likert items and 7 yes or no questions.

Cont~nt

validity was verified by several

au~hori~ies

in the field of Sociology of Marriage and Family Life.

Factor

a.nalysis revealed the seven roles within the three positions
of husba.r:d, wife, and mother to be traditional wife, wife
self-actualizing, problematic husband alterations, institutionalized husbanct/1-Tife equality, traditional husband, religious legitimization of mother role, and traditional mother
role.

The

facto~

analysis contributed to the development of

construct validity (Scanzoni, 1975).
To U.I'lderstar,d the Scanzoni mea.:mre of role orientation,
definitions are provided for the seven roles (3canzoni,
1976b).

',
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1.

The "traditional wife" is defined as "representing

an emphasis in which the interests of husband and children
are placed ahead of those of the wife" (p. 44).
2.
in

~Tiich

"Self-actualized wife" is defined as "an emphasis
wife interests are eoual to those of husband and

children" (p. 44).

3.

The nproblematic husband alteration" is one i.n which

the emphasis
is on the tentative, temporary and problematic

altera~

tions that a husband might make in connection with the
wife's occupational efforts • •
interests remain basically superior
exists the live option of

temnora~

the husband's
• but yet there
incursions into the

husband's interests for the sake of the wife's interests
( p. 44).

4.

In "institutionalized husband/wife equality" the

emphasis is on
permanent, institutionalized behavior performed by the
husbc_nd · in response to his wj_fe' s occupational endeavors-behaviors which are not at all in keeping with traditional
male expectations ( p. 45).

5.

a?radi ~ional husband role" is one v-;hich "supports

very strongly the traditional emphasis on nuclear family
structure in rather firm role-specialization" (p. 45).

6.

The "religious legitimization" of the mother role

is defined as

t~e

"degree of sacredness attached to marital

and farnil ial pat terns'' ( p. 45).
,..,
;

.

The "traditional mothern role is defined as one in

which "the interests of children are of greater significance
than and are plarced ahead of those of the mother" ( p. 1"5).
The Scanzoni scale was used by the Center for Population
Research of the National Institute for Child Health and
Hum~~

Development.

The sample was drawn from ten metro-

politan areas and was the responsibility of the National
Analysts of Philadelphia.

Scanzoni has since used the scale

with several college groups (l976b).

Scanzoni recognized

the lack of standardized sex role scales and indicated his
hope that this scale's use would contribute to that development.

As research with the scale accumulates, each subse-

quent study has found similar results thus "underscoring
its

reliabili~y

and thus contributing to its validity"

(Scanzoni, 1975, p. 79).
Personal correspondence with Dr. Scanzoni revealed that
reliability after a two-year period was established .for each
of the scales respectively as follows: traditional wife: .Sl;
institutionalized equality, .74; problematic husband alteration, .68; religious mother, .65; self-actualized wife, .63;
traditional mother, .63; and traditional husband, .38.

A
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copy of the correspondence is available in the appendix, as
is the Scanzoni instrument and the Data Sheet.
In his most recent publication, Scanzoni (l976a)
described the consolidation of the seven original role
dimensions into two clusters of gender roles or "statuses."
Based on factor analysis, the "Junior-Partner" status was
comprised of those items 7...n the roles labeled "traditional
r,.rife," "traditional husband," "religious legitimization of
motherhood," and "traditional mother."

The "Equal-Partner"

status was comprised of items from roles labeled "selfactualized wife,n "problematic husband alteration," and
"institutionalized husband/wife equality."

The coding of

indi viduC3.l i terns is available in the appendix.
This study utilized Scanzoni's later approach and each
student earned two scores, one on the "Junior-Partner" status
and one on the "Equal-Partner" status.

Each score reflects a

position on a continuum ranging from traditional to modern.

A

high score on the "Junior-Partner" status and a low score on
the "Equal-Partner" status indicated increased modernity or
egalitarianism.
Data. Collection
The revised Data Sheet and Scanzoni sex role measure were
administered to another comparable group of students in the
S~!mer

of 1977 and

rea~Jinistered

three weeks later.

The Data

Sheet was found to be understandable and students responded
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consistently :.n the two administrations.

The ffJunior-Partner"

status items earned a test-retest reliability coefficient
of .79.

The "£;qual-Partner" statt:.s items, which were fewer

in number, earaed a test-retest reliability coefficient of

.68.

The data from this first administration were also used

as a pilot study and were subjected to statistical analysis
to determine the feasibility of the procedures.
The Data Sheet and Scanzoni sex role scale were
administered to the sample groups of approximately 150
students from each of the three freshman college classes in
September of 1977.
At Modesto Junior College the randomly selected sections
of Personal Development classes were attended once during the
second week of school by the researcher.

These classes were

used for con.tacting students because they were representative,
randomly selected, and available.

This process also increased

the likelihood of responses from a group of people living in
a large geographical area.

Students in classes were told that

the survey was a part of legitimate academic research.
par~icipation

was requested, although not mandatory.

to participate comprised
ials were distributed,

.8%

Their
Refusals

of the students contacted.

ex~lained,

Mater-

and collected by the

researcher.
At the College of the Pacific of UOP, the identified
stedents all live on ca"'lpus and v1ere contacted through the

6$
c~tpus

mail.

The Data Sheet, Scanzoni role measure, and a

cover letter from Dr. Douglas Smith, Director of the Studentto-Student Advising
were included.
September.

Progr~

at the University of the Pacific

The mailing occurred during the third week of

Non-respondents were mailed another letter and

set of materials after two weeks.

After one additional week,

a random group of non-respondents was contacted personally
at their on-campus residence.
At CSCS randomly selected sections of Freshman Composition
were attended by the researcher during the month of September
and the data collected.
was not available.

Access to some Composition sections

Therefore, freshman students on the

Registrar's list, but not included in the sampled Composition
cl&sses, became the source of additional randomly identified
freshmen . . These people were contacted through the mail.

The

mailings included the Data Sheet, Scanzoni scale, and a cover
letter from Dr. Richard Sebok, Dean of Student Personnel
Services at California State College, Stanislaus.
mailings and

per~onal

contacts were made

a~

Additional

necessary.

The collection of data v:as conducted separately for each
institution with individual response rates noted.

The infor-

mation on the Data Sheet and Scanzoni scale was transferred
via keypunch operations to cards, making possible the use
of the computer for statistical analysis.
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Statistical Analysis
The questions and

hypo~heses

comprising the objectives

of this study were answered through the use of descriptive
tables, a correlational matrix, step-wise multiple regression,
and several analyses of variance.

The level of significance

was set at .05, consistent with earlier research.
Answers to questions one and two were presented in
numerical and percentage comparative tables.

The actual

birth intentions of different categories of freshman college
students were listed.

The preferences for each of the five

child care alternatives and the expectations for female work
participation were also listed.
Analyses of

va~lance

examined differences in means of

birth intentions for each of the groups representing personal
and demographic variables.

These included college attended,

sex, age, ethnic group, religion, number of siblings, father's
education, mother's education, father's occupation, mother's
occupation, and child care and female wcrk participation
expectatior.s.

The findings were displayed in tables and

answered questions three 2nd four and hypotheses one, two,
and three.
The relationship between sex roles, ranked career
aspiration, child care expectation, and birth intentions was
revealed in a correlational matrix, thus answering question
number five.

A step-wise multi ple regression using the

:
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hierarchical incl usion of variables to force the identification
of those variables accounting for the greatest amount of
variance in birth intentions was then performed.

The relative

contribution of variables was determined and displayed in an
appropriate table.

The multiple regression equation identified

the combination of variables that most precisely predicted the
birth intentions of college freshr.:len and anm-.rered question
number six.
Summary
Through a survey approach using ex post facto data,
descriptive, correlational and predictive data regarding sex
roles, career aspirations, child care expectations, and birth
intent-ions of col l ege freshmen were identified.

The partici-

pants were a random selection of college freshmen from
CSCS, and the College of the Pacific at UOP.

I~JC,

They were

requested to respond to an original Data Sheet requesting
information regarding personal and demographic variables,
aspirations, and intentions.

They also responded to a two-

scale measure of sex role orientation developed by Dr. John
Scanzoni of Indiana University.
The collected data were statistically analyzed using the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences computer program
whtch produced tables and a correlational matrix, and perfomed
several analyses of variance (Nie, 1975).

The organized
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findings yielded answers to the six questions and three
hypotheses -comprising the objectives of this study.
findings are presented in the

follo~nng

chaptero

Those
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Chapter 4
THE RESULTS
Randomly =:elected freshmen students from ea.ch of the
three colleges, Modesto Junior College, California State
College, Stanislaus, and the College of the Pacific, were
requested to ccmplete a questionnaire which included questions
asking for demographic data and sex role information.
Responses were collected in late September and October of

197?.

From the total set of responses, 75 of each sex from

each institution were randomly chosen to be included in the
study.
The responses of these 450 students were transferred
-via keypunch operations to cards.

'rhis allowed the data to

be analyzed statistically through the use of the computer
progrEun > St;a t~~ti cal Package for the Social S cj_en ces (Ni e,

1975).

The tablesJ statistical tests and results presented

in this chapter were based on that analysis.

These results

answered the questions and tested the hypotheses which
comprised the purposes of this study.
Response Rates
Approximately 715 students were contacted, of whom 62$
completed the auestionnaire.
deliverable.

Thus,

907~

or v.rere acconnted for.
were also tabulated.

Nineteen letters were not

of the total sample eitber responded
Individual college response rates
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Modesto Junior College
At Modeste Junior College, 13 randomly selected sessions
of "Personal

De~ elopmen t,"

a required freshman course, \'-lere

attended by the researcher.

During these sessions, 240 stu-

dents were cont.,a cted and 238 students completed their questionnaires at that time.

Since two persons, or .8%, refused

to participate, the response rate was 99.2%.

From the useable

questionnaires, 75 completed by males and 75 completed by
females were therr randomly chosen to be included.
California State College. Stanislaus
At California State College, Stanislaus, a total of
222 fresh.111en were contacted.

Responses from 82 of these

students .,,..ere obtained during class sessions of tt?reshman
Composition.n
cl~sses

Because access to all "Freshman Composition"

was not available, an additional 140 freshinen names

were selected from the Registrar's List.
were contacted through the mail.
tacts, 94

stu~ a ~ts

deliverable.

These 140 students

After two form letter con-

had responded and 9 letters were not

Of the 37 non-respondents, 16 or 43% were

contacted personally.

Eleven additional responses were

obtained and five more names were found to be mistakenly
identified as freshmen.
The total mail response from CSCS was 89%.
"vli th

\·vhen pooled

the fresh.rn.en contacted during class sessions, the

response rate was 93%, or 207 of 222) of those contacted.
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Because the response rate was at this level, no attempt was
made to compare the responses of those students who required
a personal contact with the responses of those students who
did not.
College of the Pacific
At the College of the Pacific of the University of the
Pacific, 250

fres~~an

students were contacted by mail.

After

the mailing of two for.n letters, 144 responses had been
received and 8 letters had been identified as not deliverOf the rerr1aining 98 non-respondents, 30, or 30%, Vlere

able.

contacted personally and responses were eventually obtained.
The combined response rate was 75%.
,,r
• 1
w1t11

r.:., u!
a response rate o_f' 7 ,~,

2• t

r.-ras

necessary to

determine whether or not the personally contacted "nonrespondents" were, in fact, similar to the majority of students who responded on their mm.

This comparison was made

by analyzing descriptive data on 120 of the majority group

and

OL

the 30 who were personally contacted.

The mean

responses on 15 demographic and personal characteristics
were determined and are available in Table 1.
The coffiparative data revealed that the two groups of
COP students were quite similar in demographic and personal
characteristics.

Therefore, the data were pooled and

considered representative of that college!s

fres~~an

class.
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Table 1
Mean Responses on a Coded Scale of COP Students
Contacted by Mail or Personally

---------------------

Each group's mean

responses on a coded scale
(Points on

Mail

Personal

that scale)

(n=l20)

(n=30)

Age

(7)

2.1

2.1

Age at intended marriage

(6)

2.9

2.6

Natural born children

(7)

2.9

2.8

Adopted children

(7)

1.2

1.2

Total children

( 7)

3.2

3.1

Religion

( 5)

2.9

2.7

Ethnic group

( 6)

1.7

1.4

Siblings

( 5)

3.3

2.9

Work expectations

(5)

3.8

3.3

Child care expectations

($}

2.5

2.1

FatherTs education

( 8)

6.3

6.6

fl1other r s education

( $)

6.1

6.1

Self occupation

(7}

1.3

1 .. 3

Father's occupation

(7)

1.9

2.1

Mother's occupation

( 7)

2.3

3.1

Variable
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.Findings
In order to answer the six questions and three hypotheses
that comprised the purpose of this study, 450 sets of
responses, 75 of each sex from each institution, were analyzed.

The computer program "Crosstabs" vias used v1here

descriptive data in the form of percentages
tests of significance were desired.

or Chi-Square

The computer progrrun

nBreakdoi'\rnn was used where mean scores and Analyses of Variance \.;ere needed.

Where statistical significance was found

in an Analysis of Variance, a Scheffe test was performed.
The computer progrcm "Multiple Regression'' was used to
examine the relationships among variables and to identify
tl!e

be2t

predictor~

of birth intentions.

Finally, additional

hypotheses were derived from the descriptive data and tested
to determine if apparent differences were real.

The data

from this final group of tests were used to help interpret
other findings.
Throughout most of these statistical analyses, the
dependent variable vras the size of intended family.

In this

study, three questions were asked that related to size of
family.

Those questions were: nHov; many natural born chil-

dren do you intend to have?" "How many children do you
intend to adopt ?tt e.nd 'tWhat :i..s the total number of children
you intend to

have? ~

Data related to the second question

were used only to answer one question.

The first qu e stion,
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which referred to "natural bornt! children, was used most
often.

However, where a similar analysis using "total number

of childrenn as the dependent variable yielded a different
finding, that finding was noted.
Descriptive Results
Answers to the f:i.rst question, "What are the birth intentions of college freshmen?" showed that the mean for college
freshmen's intended family size for natural born, adopted,
and total family was 1.96, .22, and 2.28 , respectively.

This

means that most freshmen intend to have two natural children.
Additionally, about one in fiye of the childrer. expected by
college freshmen are expected to be adopted.
To further examine the birth intentions of college
freshmen, the responses of various categories of students were
determine.

The categories of particular interest were intended

age of marriage, mother's education, ethnic group, religion,
and work expectations.

The responses, indicating the mean

number of natural borr. children each subgroup of each of these
groups intends, are displayed in Table 2.
tion is

availabl~

Additional informa-

in Appendix D.

With respect to intended age at marriage, it appeared
that the smallest families were expected by those \vho intend
to marry very young or not at all.
both very small in size, however.

These two groups were
The next smallest expected

family size was listed by those persons 'lov'"ho are undecided
about at what a ge they will marry.
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Table 2
Intended Natural Born Children of College

Fresr~en

by Various Demographic Variables
Mean
Variable

family size

n

SD

Intended age at marriage

18-20

9

21-·25
25-30

77

$09

95

2.44

.21

126

2.10

.20

29

2.20

o04

7

• 4-2

.13

72

1.75

.29

schooling

5

3.0

.87

lst - 6th grade

8

1. 37

.18

14

3.07

.49

30

1.93

e20

High school graduate

140

1.90

.23

Some college

127

1.92

• 42

College graduate

78

1.98

.16

Graduate degree

40

2.02

• 01

1.96

.26

1.21
. . , 6..,
"- . "-

olB

Over 30
Never
Undecided

0

Mother's education
No

7th

-

$th grade

Some high school

Ethnic group
White
Bla.ck

14

Chicano

24

• 43
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Table 2 (continued)
Mean
family size

n

American Indian

9

1.90

SD

.44

Oriental

13

.OS

Other

16

~52

Religion

11

1.45

.43

Protestant

169

1.9S

.26

Catholic

119

2.34

.3S

None

90

1.66

.OS

Other

56

1.73

.23

NeV"er

14

.S5

.29

Only before children's birth

54

2.36

.2S

45

2.22

.10

16S

2.30

.08

147

1.59

.34

Jewish

Work expectations for the woman

Before children's birth and after
they leave high school
Before childrents birth and when
they are in school
Continuously during adulthood

-
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From an examination of the responses regarding mother's
education, it appeared that the less education one's mother
had, the larger family the student 1--vas likely to expect.
The one exception to this trend was the category of mothers
with first to sixth grade education.

This exception, though,

may be explained by the small size of that particular group.
A review of the data regarding ethnic group revealed
that the largest families 1"/ere expected by Chicanos and the
smallest families were expected by Blacks.

The religious

group expecting the largest families were the Catholics.
The religious group expecting the least children were the
Jewish.
Table 2

~lso

reports the intended family size of

students based on their response to the question, "i'lhen do
you expect that you (if you are female) or your wife (if
you are male) will be working?"

It appeared that those who

answered ncontinuously during adulthood" expected the smallest families, 1.Yi th the exception of one category.

That

exception was the category that intended for women to work
nnever. ''

It should be noted, however, that 11:hile this

group intended a very small family size, the group, itself,
extremely small.
The answer to question number t1--vo, "What are the child
care expectations of college fresh_rnen?" was revealed in a
Crosstabs progra.1'll of sex by child care.
presented in Table 3.

Those findings are
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Table 3
Child Care Expectations of College Freshmen
by Sex of Respondent
Female

%

. Child care preferencea
Non-working mother

Total

Male

%

(n)

31.6 (55)

45.9 (83)

(n)

38.9 (138}

Primarily the mother and
part-time child care

12.6 (22)

Regular, daily child care

2.9

(5)

9~4

(17)

11.0

(39)

0.6

(1)

1.7

( 6)

21.7

( 77)

26.8

(95)

Equal sharing by mother
and father

1EL4 (32)

Equal sharing, plus
child care

34. 5 ( 60)

19.3 (35)

Chi-square (4) = 17.63, £ <.001.
Note.

Jv'J.issing cases nurnbered 95.

aPreferences v.rere answers to the question ,

11

If you have

children, what is your intended method of providing child care
fer your children under the age of six years?"
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Examination revealed that males and females differed
most :in options one and five.

Women appeared more likely to

prefer that children be cared for by mothers and fathers,
supplemented with some child care.

Men appeared more likely

to prefer that their wives be · a non-working :mother.
was very little

s~pport

of males or females.

95, was high.

There

fer r2gular child care on the part

The number of missing observations,

In addition, the handwritten comments of some

students (such as

"?"

or "I don!t know") seemed to indicate

that this was a difficult question for many students to
answer.
In order to answer question number three, "Do males
and females differ in birth intentions?" rind question number
four, "Is there a difference in birth intentions for students
attending a community college, a state college, and a private
university?" several approaches were used.

After accumulat-

ing the descriptive data relevant to these two questions, it
appeared useful to further examine these differences for
statistical significance.

Therefore, the r8sults and tables

answering these questions are described in the later section
of this chapter ·t,.lhich focuses on hypothesis testing.
Question number five was, "vlhat is the relationship
between sex role orientation, career aspiration, child care
expectation, and birth intentions?"

The question was

.answered by creating a correlation matrix including these

and other related variables.
reproduced in

T~ble

4.

A portion of that matrix is

This matrix provided the answer to

question five and also served as a basis for the further
analysis needed to ans-.-ver que!::tion rrill!lber six.
The matrix revealed only positive relationships, several
of which were significant.

The two strongest relationships,

• 59 and • 56) were expe ,:::ted in tl1at they were between mother's

and father's education, and between the two sex role scale
scores.

The next highest correlation, .36, was between sex

of the respondent and score on the Junior Partner scale.

The

expectation for women to work had a significant, but weak,
relationship to sex of the respondent, sex role score, and
child

cqr~

preference.

The rest of the

sigr.~fica~t

ralation-

ships were too weak to have any meaning.
Question number six asked, "Vlhat combination of
variables is the most precise predictor of college freshmen's birth intentions?"

To answer that question, a corre-

lation matrix was prepared using all of the demographic and
personal variables included in this study.

The relevant

portions of that matrix are presented in Table 4.
A stepwise -multiple regression forcing the inclusion
of tha variables accounting for the most variance was perdepe~dent

formed.

The

variable was intended total size of

far1il7.

The independent variable were college, sex, age,

marital status, age at marriage, religion, ethnic group,

Table 4
Correlation Matrix of Selected Variables Related
to the Total Size of Family Intended
by College Freshmen

s
Sex (S)

1.00

Sibling (SI)
Work

expe~tation

SI

cc

FE

• Ol

o09

.oo

.03

o07

.12

1.00

.27

.01

1.00

.09

1.00
(~~)

Child care (CC)
Father's education (FE)

l.OO
CA

TFS

JPS

EPS

.2S

Sex (S)

, 01

.08

.15

Sibling (SI)

.10

.02

.12

.01

.02

Work expectation (WE)

.06

.16

.02

.26

d2.

Child care (CC}

.02

oOJ

.oo

.22

.27

Father's education (FE)

ill

.06

.02

.09

.02

Iviother 1 s education (rvt.H.::)

1.00

.09

.oo

.11

.04

1.00

.02

.09

.03

1~00

.16

.11

1.00

~

Career aspiration (CA)
Total family size (TFS)
Junior Partner scale (JPS)
Equal Partner scale (EPS)
Note.

X indicated p. < .01.

1.00

siblings, work expectations 1 child care expectations, father
and mother education, occupation of self, father and mother,
and scores on the Equal Partner and Junior Partner role
dimensions.

The summary table displayed in Table 5 reported

the variables accounting for the most variance in total size
of family.
The variables accounting for the most variance in total
size of family were the score on the Junior Partner sex role
score and the sex of the respondent.

Of additional signifi-

cance was the size of the family in which the respondent was
raised.

Fatherts education and the score on the Equal

Partner dimension was also
Since the two scores on sex

although much less so.

~nportant,

ro~es

were already found to be

highly intercorrelated (see Table 4), the answer to question
six is that sex role and sex of respondent are most relevant
to predicting college freshllents birth intentions.
Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis lA was, "There is no difference in the number
of natu:-al born children i n tended by traditional and nontraditional persons."

To test this hypothesis, a t-test was

performed in which the variables used were number of natural
born children intended and sex role score earned.
Since this stud.y provided two different, although
highly intercorrelated , sex role scores, both dimensions were
tested.

To

do

~his.,

the mean

on esch cf the two sex role

s~ores

.

for the total .oonulation

di~ensions

were obtained.

$6

Table 5
Multiple Regression of Variables Related to
Total Size of Family Intended by
College Freshmen
Variable

Multiple R

R square

B

Junior partner scale

.160

.025

-.044

-~226

Sex

.278

.077

-.644

-.252

Sibling

~(\/,
............
..,.

.

Father's education

.311

Equal partner scale

.316

Constant
Note.
children.

QO')

Beta

, "3

, 3'"';;

·~t...

o..l..

.097

.041

. 061

.099

.014

.063

/'-

5.212

Dependent variable was intended total number of
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A high score on the Junior Partner dimension reflected
what the test-makers called modernity or egalitarianism.
Therefore, for the purpose of this test, those scores above
the mean were identified as non-traditional and those scores
below the mean as traditional.

In the case of the Equal

Partner dimension, however, a low score indicated egalitarianism.

Therefore, those scores below the mean were

identified as non-traditional, and those scores at or above
the mean as traditional.
Thus, the t-test of Hypothesis lA was done twice.
Traditional and non-traditional were defined in terms of the
Junior Partner scale first, and then with respect to the
Equal Partner scale.

As revealed in Table 6, Hypothesis lA

was rejected vrhen the degree of traditionalism was defined
with regard to the Equal Partner scale.

In other words,

whether or not significant differences exist in the number
of natural born children intended by persons with different
sex role orientations is dependent upon what scale is used
to measure sex role.
Hypothesis lB was, "There is no difference in the total
size of

f&~ily

persons."

intended by traditional and non-traditional

As in the case of Hypothesis

computed and are reported in Table 7.

lA~

two t-tests were

The table revealed

that Hypothesis lB was confirmed when traditional and nontraditional 1-vere defined as the score on the J1mior Partner
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Table 6
Summary of t-test of Number of Natural Born
Children by Sex Role in College Freshmen
Number of natural born children by
Junior Partner sex role scale

SD

Sex Role

t

Traditional

1.40

Non-tradi t.ional

l.lg

-test ( 448 )

=

l • 48 , 2.

<:: • 16.

·-------------------------------------------

Number uf natural born children by
Equal Partner sex role scale
i·1eana

SD

Traditional

3.07

1.36

Non-traditional

2oBJ

1.18

Sex Role

t-test (448)

=

1.97, 2.< .05.

aAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the mean

is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of

children~

Table 7
Summary of t-test of Total Size cf Family
by Sex Role ir. College Freshmen
Total size of family by Junior
Partner sex role scale
Sex Role

Mean a

Traditional

3.40

Non-t.radi t.:i.onal
-·- ·-·-·------t- t e s t ( 448 ) = l • 8 2 , 2. < . 0 7 •

SD

3.18

Total size of family by Equal
Partner sex role scale
Sex Role

SD

Traditional

3.43

1.30

Non-traditional

3.10

1.23

t-test (448) = 2.75,

£~

.006.

------------------------------Thus, the mean

aAnalysis was based. on coded responses.

is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of children.
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scale.

However, Hypothesis lB was rejected when the degree

of traditionalism was defined as the score on the Equal
Partner scale.
conflicting.

3m. other vmrds, the results once again were

Whether or not significant differences exist

in the total

siz~

ent sex role

ori~nte. tions

of family expected by persons with differwas dependent upon whi:h scale was

used to measure sex role.
To investigate further, the data were categorized by
the numbers of children desired as a total size of family

5

Hypothesis lC wa.s, "There will be no differences among groups
when classified in tenns of number of desired children and
sex role score."

This hypothesis was tested once with the

se:v. r·ole score ba.sed on the Junior Partner scale and. again
with sex role based on the Equal Partner scale.
An analysis of variance based on the Equal Partner
scale (see Table 8) revealed no significant differences and
thus Hypothesis lC was confirmed.

An analysis of va.riance

based on the Junior Partner scale (see Table 9) revealed
that there were significant differences.
determine the

nat~re

A Scheffe test to

of those differences, however, did not

identify any pair of groups as significantly different from
each other.

Therefore, Hypothesis lC was confirmed in both

There were no differences among the groups when
cl a ssi:fied in terms of the nUI!!ber of desired children and
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Table 8
Analysis of Variance Summary of Each Total Number
of Intended Children by Equal Partner
Sex Role Score of College
Dependent variable:

Equal Partner sex role scale

Independent variable:

Number of intended children

ss

Source

Fresh~en

df

MS

F

ssb (number of children)
ss
--w

267.98

6

44~66

14097.93

441

31.96

Total

14365.91

447

_,_.._....

___

-----~------

n

Mean a

SD

1+7

24.76

6.77

33

23.81

4.79

205

24.$8

5aBB

97

25.46

5.12

Four children

43

26.90

5.52

Five children

15

26.73

4.06

8

26.25

4.52

No

children

One child
Two children
Three

~hi1dren

More than five
a ~
.1".

1.39

h,lgn
. . score indicated a nore traditional role •

E.

<.. ~ 21
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Table 9
Analysis cf Variance Su."JJJnary of Each Total Number
of Intended Children by Junior Partner
Sex Role Score of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:

Junior Partner Sex Role Score

Independent Variable:
Source

ssb
ss
=.::::.:w

(number of children)

Total

Number of intended children

ss

MS

df

571.63

6

95.27

18262.04

441

41.41

18833.67

447

F

2.30

n

Mean a

SD

No children

47

46.46

7.24

One child

33

45.78

5.71

205

44.42

6. 3 5

Three children

97

44.30

6.37

Four children

43

42.53

6.47

Fiv8 children

1
.....

_,c;

42.33

6.41

8

~-1.

6.74

Two

children

More than five

00

aA low score indicated a more traditional role.

E.

< .03
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sex role score, 1trhether that score ,.,..as based on the Junior
Partner or the Equal Partner scale.

It should be noted,

however, that Table 9 reveals a perfect correlation between
number of intended children and mean sex role score on the
Junior Partner scale.
Hypothesis 2 was, "There are no differences in the
number of children intended by persons aspiring to different
careers."

To test that hypothesis, an analysis of variance

v!as performed in whi8h the number of children \vas defined as
natural born children.

Based on the results presented in

Table 10, Hypothesis 2 was rejected.

There were differences

in the nu1nber of natural born children intended by persons
aspiring to different careers.
ho~...,ever,

A Scheffe test pointed out,

that the only significant difference was that

students planning to become service workers intended more
chiJ.dren than those who planned to become semi-skilled
. workers.
Hypothesis 2 was tested again with m..:t..rnber of children
defined as the total size of family.

In this similar

analysis of variance, the differences were found to be nonsignificant, F(6,424)=1.70.

Therefore, in this instance,

Hypothesis 2 was conf.irmed since there were no differences
in the total size of family intended by persons aspiring to
different careers.
Hypothesis 3 stated, "There is no difference in intended
farr:ily size among those pe:-sons planning to haYe the mother
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Table 10
Analysis of Variance Summary of Career Aspiration
by Number of Natural Born Children Intended
by Coller,e Freshmen
Dependent Variable:
Independent Variable:

Mean size of natural born family
Career aspiration category

Source

ss

ssb (career aspiration)

31.53

ssw

687.28

Total

718.81

df

6

Professional

( 2) Managerial

E.

3.26

<. .004

432
]\1eana

SD

299

2.97

1.21

80

3.06

1.32

n
( 1)

F

( 3)

Clerical, sales

15

2.60

1.54

( 4)

Craft3rnen, skilled

15

2.80

1.69

( 5)

Operators, semi-skilled

8

1.62

1.18

15

3.93

1.27

1

3.00

( 6) Service
''"')
~ I

Unskilled

aAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus~

the mean is

1.00 more than the actual intended nwnber of children.
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Table 10 (continued}
Scheffe Results
5

5
3
4
l

7
2

6

3

4

l

7.

2

6

*

provide full-time child care, those persons planning to use
child care services regularly, those persons planning to use
primarily the mother and some part-time child care, those
persons planning to share the child care between mother and
father, and those persons planning to share the care between
mother and father and use part--time child care. 11
child care expectations of college freshmen

v-rere

The actual
noted in

Table 3.
To test the significance of child care expectations for
intended family size, an analysis of variance was performed
with child care preferences as the independent variable and
family size, defined as the number of natural born children,
as the dependent variable.

The results reported in Table lL -

revealed that there were no differences.
sis 3 v.ras confirmed.

Therefore, Hypothe-

There were no differences in the size

of natural born families among groups preferring any of the
five child care preferences.
A similar analysis was performed with fa'Tiily size
defined as the total number of children.

Again, the differ-

ences were non--significant, F ( 4, 348) =. 68.

This meant that

Hypothesis 3 was confirmed when family size was defined as
either

na~ural

born or total number of children.

As explained previously, the answers to questions three
and four were completed by converting those questions to
hypotheses to be tested.

Those hypotheses follow.
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Table 11
Analysis of Variance Summary of Child Care Expectations .
by Nrunber of Natural Born Children Intended
by College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:

Mean size of natural born

Independent Variable:

child~en

Child care expectationsa

ss

Source

ssb {child care)

df

MS

F

.96

5.94

4

1 . 48

ssw

535.77

347

1.54

To 'tal

541.71

351
n

Meanb

137

3.16

part-time child care

39

3.12

1.08

Regular, daily child care

6

2.66

1.03

75

2.93

1.00

95

2.89

1.26

Non-working mother

SD

Frimarily the mother and

2qual sharing by mother and
father
Equal sharing, plus child care

aExpectations were answers to the question, "If you
have children, what is your intended method of providing
child care for your children under the age of six years?
bAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the

mean is 1.00 mere than the actual intended number of
children.

To answer question nu.'nber three, "Do males and females
differ in birth intentions?" three

approa~hes

1-vere used.

The mean number of intended natural born children and of
total size of .family vlere identifi'9d.

In addition, the

percentage of preferences for each size of family was noted
for both total fa'Tlily size and intended adoptions.
Hypothesis 4A was, rtThere is no difference in the mean
number of natural born children intended by male and female
college freshmen.n

On the basis of the analysis of variance

reported in Table 12, the null hypothesis was rejected.
There vlas a difference in the number of natural born children
int~Snded

by males a.nd females.

sigriificailtly

~orG

children

Women planned to haye

+t,...,.._
V.i..i..GtJ.l

men, 2.C9 versus ,..L. $"':> •

. .,
A slmLt.ar
analysis based on the total number of
children intended also revealed that women intend more
children than men, F(l,44S)=l0.63, £<.001.

In this case,

the meaD intended size of family was 2.47 fo:-- women and
2.08 for men.
The difference in male and female birth intentions was
further examined by noting the preferences of each sex for
each number of intended children.

A Crosstabs

progra~

revealed that information and is reproduced in Table 13.
Hypothesis 4B, which stated, "There is no difference in the
preferences of each sex for the various sizes of families,"
we..s developed to test apparent differences in that table.
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Table 12
Analysis of Variance Summ.a.ry ·of Intended
Size of Family of College Freshmen
by Sex of Respondent
Dependent Variable:

Natural born children

Independent Variable:

ss

df

MS

7.45

1

7.45

739.97

448

1.65

747.42

449

Source

ssb
ss
=-w

(sex)

·rota.l

Sex

Mean a

F

E.

( . 03

4.51

SD

2.e3
3.09
Dependent Variable:

Total si ze of family

Independent Variable:
Source

ss

ssb (sex)

Sex

df

MS

F

17.03

1

17.03

10.63

ssw

71$.11

448

1.60

Total

735.14

4'9
.4
Mean a

E.

< .001

SD

l'JJ:ale

3.08

1.25

Female

3.4-7

1.27

aAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the

mean is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of
children.
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Table 13
Intended Number of Children by Sex of Respondent
for College Freshmen

Total nureber intended
No

children

One child

Female

Male

% (n)

% ( n)

Total

8.0 (18)

12.9

(29)

6.7 (15)

e.o

(18)

% ( n)
10.5 (47)
7.4

(33)

T'\...TO children

42.9 (96)

48.7 (109)

Three children

22.3 (50)

21.0

(1.;.7)

21.7

(97)

Four children

13.8 (31)

5.4

( 12)

9.6

( 1+3)

Five children

4.• 5 (10)

2.2

( 5)

3.3

(15)

More than five

1.8

(4)

1.8

( 4)

1.8

(8)

Chi-square ( 6)

=

13.82, .2. <. 03.

45.8 (205}
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A Chi-Square test of significance revealed that there were
sex differences in size of family preferences, and thus
Hypothesis 4B was rejected.
Male and female birth intentions were also examined
with regard to adoption.

Hypothesis 4C was, "There is no

difference between the sexes in their int8ntions to adopt
children. 11

YinC.ir:.gs related to that hypothesis are reported

in Table 14.

A Chi -Square test of significance found no

differences.

Therefore, Hypothesis 4C was confinned.

There

were no differences between the sexes in their intentions to
adopt children.

Approximately 17% of college freshmen

intend to adopt one cr more children.
T.:· ai1s>::er que3tion nu.'Tlber four, Ills there a difference
in birth intentions for students attending a community
college, a state college and a private university?" Hypothesis 5 was developed.

Hypothesis 5 stated, "There is no

difference in birth intentions for students attending a
com..rnuni ty college, a state college, and a private university."
An analysis of variance was conducted using the number of
natural born children as the dependent variable and type of
college as the independent variable.

The results are

described in Table 15 and reveal that there are no differences in the number of natural born children intended by
college freshmen in different kinds of colleges.
Hypothesis 5 was confirmed.

Thus,
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Table 14
Intended Number of Adopted Children by Sex
of Respondent for College Fresrunen
NtL."'lber of

Female

Male

Total

% ( n)

% (n)

% Cn)

None

78.7 (174)

87.4 (195)

83.1 ( 369)

One

14.0

(31)

9~4

(21)

11.7

(52)

Two

5.0

(11)

3.1

('"'\
r' ,,

4.1

(un

Three

1.8

( 4)

(0)

.9

( 4)

Four

.o

( 0)

( 0)

.o

( 0)

Five

•5

(1)

.o
.o
.o

( 0)

•2

(1)

intended adoptions

Chi-square ( 4)

=

$.99, p

<..

.06
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Table 15
Analysis of Variance Summary of Intended

N1~ber

of Natural Born Children by College
Dependent Variable:

Nmnber of natural born children

Independent Variable:

Type of college

ss

Source

ssb (college)

df

F

fJIS

.22

2

.11

SSw

720~66

444

1 .. 62

Total

720.88

446

Community

2.99

1.28

State

3.00

1.30

Private

2.95

1.22

aAnalysis was based on coded responses.

.07

Thus, the mean

is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of children.
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A similar arnalysis in which the dependent variable was
total size of fa.!iltily also revealed no significant differences, F(2,445)=,. 04l.

Again, attendance at one of the

colleges was not related to mean frunily size.
Derived Hypotheses
The stated purposes of this study were completed with
the answering of the six questions and three hypotheses upon
which the investigation was based.

An examination of the

descriptive data collected to answer questions number one and
two showed apparent differences among certain groups.
determine

~ovhether

To

or not these differences were, in fact,

real, hypotheses were generated and inferential statistics
performed.

Data for each of these hypotheses are presented.

Hypothesis 6 was, "There is no difference in the number
of natural born children intended among groups intending to
marry at different ages."

The results of an aJlalysis of

variance are reported in Table 16.

There were significant

differences and thus Hypothesis 6 was rejected.

The Scheffe

results indicated the differences -w-ere in two plc.ces.

All

of those intending to marry between the ages of 21 and 30
differed in birth intentions from those who said they intended
never to marry.

In addition, those intending to marry

between 21 and 25 were significantly different in their birth
intentions from those who planned to marry very young or who
were undecided about age of marriage.
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Table 16
.A.nalysi s of Variance Su.rnmary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Intended Age
at !>1arriage of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:

Number of natural

Independent Variable:
Source
ssb (age

~t

marriage)

children

Intended age at marriage
ss

df

56.70

SS:w

491~63

·rotal

548.33
Age at marriage

~orn

5

MS

F

11.34

7.70

339

SD

n

9

1.77

1.09

(2) 21-25

95

3.44

1.21

( 3 ) 25-.30

127

3.07

1.20

29

3.20

1.04

7

1.42

1.13

73

2.71

1.29

( 5)

Never

{ 6) Undecided

.000

1.47

(l) 18-20

( 4) Over 30

2.

aAnalysis \-vas based on coded responses.

Thus, the mean is

1.00 more tha;J. the actual intended number of children.
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Table 16 (continued)
Scheffe Results

5

l

6

3

4

2

5

* *

1

*

6

*

4
2
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Hypothesis 7 related to mother's education and stated,
"There is no difference in the number of natural born children intended among groups whose mothers had -varying educational background."

An analysis of variance was used to

test this hypothesis and revealed a significant F ratio, as
shoWil. in Table 17.

Hov1ever, a Scheffe test of those differ-

ences failed to reveal any pair of groups that were significantly different from each other.
was confirmed.

Therefore, Hypothesis 7

Groups whose mothers had varying educational

backgrounds did not differ significantly from each other.
The apparent differences in mean scores were probably due to
the extremely s.11all

m~.rnber

of subjects who had mothers whose

educatio:1al bc=t:K:ground were in the lower levels.
Hypotheses S and 9 investigated variables which in the
past had repeatedly been found to be associated with birth
intentions.
birth

Hypothesis $ said, "There are no differences in

intentio~s

among students from varying ethnic groups."

An analysis of variance of natural born children by ethnic
group (see Table 18) revealed that there were significant
differences.

A Scheffe test, however, failed to identify

any pair of groups between which there were significant
differences.

Therefore, Hypothesis 8 was confirmed.

Students

fro:n the different ethnic groups surveyed ir. this study did
not differ in birth intentions.
Hypothesis 9 stated, "There are no differences in birth
intentions among students with different religious
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Table 17
Analysis of Variance

SlL~ary

of Intended Number

of Natural Born Children by Mother's
Education of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:

Number of natural born children

Independent Variable:
Source

Mother's education

ss

df

MS

F

p

2. 3

(. 026

26.26

7

3.75

se_w

712.46

437

1.63

Total

738.72

444

ssb (mother's education)

Mother's education

SD

n

No schooling

5

4.00

1.87

1st-6th grade

8

2.37

1.18

7th-8th grade

14

4~07

1.49

Some high school

30

2.93

1.20

High school graduate

140

2.90

1.23

Some college

130

2.92

1.42

College graduate

78

2.98

1.16

Graduate degree

40

3.02

.99

aAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the mean is

1.00 more than the actual intended number of children.
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Table 1$
Analysis of Variance Summary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Ethnic Group
of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:

Number of natural born children

Independent Variable:

ss

Source

ssb
ssw

(ethnic group}

Total

Ethnic group
df

MS

19.02

5

3.$0

723.59

L._41

1.64

742.61

44.6

Ethnic group

F

2.31

SD

n

\Vhi t.e

370

2.96

1.26

Black

14

2.21

1.1$

Chicano

24

3.62

1.43

Am erican Indian

10

2.90

1.44

Oriental

13

2.76

.92

Other

16

3.06

1.52

aAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the mean is

1.00 more than the actual intended number of children.
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backgrounds."

An analysis of variance of natural born

children by religion revealed a significant F ratio.

As

Table 19 indicates, the Scheffe test failed to identify any
pair of groups between which there were significant differences.

Therefore, HypothE",sis 9 was confirmed.

Students

from different religious backgrounds surveyed in this study
dici.

n :)t

differ ill birth intentions.

Another variable described in Table 2 was the birth
intentions of those persons intending for themselves (if they
were female) or their l'li ves (if they were male) to work at
different times in their lives.

Since there appeared to be

differences in family size of those intending for women to
work at different life stages, another hypothesis was
developed.
Hypothesis 10 was, "There are no differences in the birth
intentions of students who intend for women to work during
various stages of their children's lives."

As shown :Ln

Table 20, an analysis of variance of natural born children
by work expectations found significant differences.

Hypothe-

sis 10 was rejected since there were differences in the
number of natural born children intended by students who
also expected for themselves (if they were female), or their
wives (if they were male), to work at different times in
their lives.
A Scheffe test revealed that those differences were in
two areas.

Those persons intending for- vmmen to work only
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Table 19
Analysis of Variance Swnmary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Religion
of College Freshmen
Dep endent Variable:

Number of natural born children

Independent Variable:

Religion

Source

ss

df

MS

ssb (religion )

30.93

4

7.73

ss
-:w

708.74

44.3

1.59

Total

73?.67

447

Reli gi oas group
Je1rish

n
1 ,

Mean a

F

Q

4.83

SD

.l...&..

2. 45

1.43

? rote ;3 tan.t

170

2. 9E~

1.26

Catholic

120

3. 34

1.38

None

90

2.26

1.08

Other

57

2.73

1.23

aAnc.lysis was based on coded responses.

<.001

Thus, the

mean is 1.00 more than the actual nwnber of intended
children.
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Table 20
Analysis of Variance Summary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Work Expectations
of College Freshmen
Dapendent Variable:

Number of natural born children

Independent Variable:

Work exDectationsa

Source

ss

df

ssb (work expectations)

67.52

4

16.88

-w

ss

627.41

425

1.47

Total

694.94

?9
4-

MS

F

£

11.43

<. • 0001

0

SD

Work axpectation
(l) Never

14

1.85

1.29

(2) Only before children's birth

55

3.36

1.28

4-5

3.22

168

3.30

1.08

148

2.59

1.31..

(3) Before children's birth and after they
leave high school
(4) Before children's birth and when they

are in school
(5) Continuously during adulthood

I

anwork expectations'' refers to the categories of responses t~
the question "When do you expect that you (if you are female)
or your ·. .life (if you are male) will be working?''
bAnalysis was based on coded respon~es.

Thus, the mean is

1.00 more than the actual number of intended children.

I
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Table 20 (continued)
Scheffe Results
l
l

5
3
4
2

5

3

4

2

*

*
*

*
*
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before children were born, or before children's birth and
after they are in school, or before children's birth and
after they leave high school, all intended larger families
than those who intended for women never to vwrk.

The use-

fulness of this finding is somewhat negated by the fact that
the size of the group responding "never" was very small.
Another difference pointed out by the Scheffe test is
probably of more use.

Those persons intending for women

to work only before children's birth, or before children and
after they are in school, intend to have larger families
than those persons who intend for women to work continuously
during adulthood.
Since work expectations were found to be significant
with respect to birth intentions, additional investigation
was warranted.

The preferences for each of the work cate-

gories by each sex was determined.

To examine apparent

differences, Hypothesis 11, "There is no difference in the
work expectations of male and female college freshmen,"
was tested.
As

show~

in Table 21, a Chi-Square test of significance

revealed that there were significant sex differences.
fore, Hypothesis 11 was rejected.

There-

These differences were

readily apparent by combining the fourth and fifth options,
which are the

~ost

"work oriented.n

These twc categories

COi!!pri sed appro xin1ately 85% of the fe:male choices and only
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Table 21
Responses to Vlork Expectations Question by
Sex of Respondent . in College
Female

% (n)

i:iork expectationa
Never
Only before childrents birth

F!"esb~'llen

Male

% (n)

Total

% (n)

•5

(1)

5.9 (13)

3.3

(14)

5.9

(13)

20.2 (42)

12.$

(55)

9. 0

( 20)

12.0 (25)

10.5

(45)

47.7 (106)

28. $ ( 62)

39.1 ( 168)

3 6. 9

31.7 (66)

34.4 048)

Before children's birth and
after they leave high
school
Before children's birth and
when they are in school
Continuously during
adulthood
Chi-square (4) = 38.97,

p

( 82)

<.00001.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -·

a"Work expectations" refers to the categories of responses to
the question

tT~'Jhen

do you expect that you (if you are female)

or your wife (if you are male) will be working?n
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61% of the male choices.

More women are intending to work

more often than men are intending for their wives to work.
In order to aid in the interpretation of the previous
findings, another aspect of child care expectations was
investigated.

Th e percentage preferences for each child

care alternative by each sex was described in Table 3.

To

determine whether or not apparent sex differences \vere real,
another hypothesis was developed.

Hypothesis 12 stated,

"There is no difference in male and female preferences for
child care alternatives."

A Chi-Square test of significance

found there were, in fact, sex differences (4)=17.63, £
Thus, Hypothesis 12 was rejected.
prefe~

mother.

Men were more likely to

that their children be =ared for by a
Women were more likely

~o

.001.

non-work~ng

prefer that their children

be cared for by the mother and father equally with supplementary child care.
To aid in the interpretation of the rol6 of child care
expectations, a final analysis was made.

Hypothesis 13 was,

"There are no differences in the sex role score of those
persons intending different child care arrangements."

An

analysis of variance was performed tv:ice with child care
expectation as the independent variable and the dependent
variable in one case the score on the Junior Partner sex
role scale, and in the other case, the score on the Equal
Partner sex role scale.
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As illustrated in Table 22 and Table

23~

of variance revealed significant differences.
was rejected.

both analyses
Hypothesis 13

There are differences in the sex role scores

of persons intending various child care arrangements.

Those

differences were identified by Scheffe tests for each sex
role scale.
The Junior Partner sex role scale revealed that sex
role scores were different between those preferring a nonworking mother and those preferring that children be cared
for by mothers and fathers equally and supplemented with
child care.

In addition, those preferring a non-working

mother had the most

traditio~al

scores and those preferring

the equal shar·ing plus child care option had

ti:1e

least

traditional score.
The Scheffe test for differences on the Equal Partner
sex role scale revealed again that scores were different for
those persons preferring a non-working mother as opposed to

those preferring equal sharing supplemented by child care.
Additionally, the scores of those preferring a non-working
mother were also significantly different from those persons
preferring only equal parent sharing, as well
preferring regular child care.

~s

from those

Again, the non-\'mrking mother

category v1as associated with the most traditional sex role
and the other options were associated with less traditional
sex role scores.
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Table 22
Analysis of Variance Summary of Junior Partner
Sex Role Score by Child Care Expectation
in College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:

Junior Partner sex role scale

Independent Variable:

Child care expectation

Source

ss

ss.
- c (child care)

1989.72

-~'{

ss

Total

df

MS

F

E.

L+

497.43

14.06

< ~ 0001

12375.66

350

3 5. 3 5

14365.39

354

I

Child care expectationa
:,
) Non-wo~king
\..L

Meanb

SD

41.44

5.96

39

45.43

6. 52

6

46.16

6.61

77

45.49

5.88

95

46.97

5.62

n

mother

(2) Primarj.ly the mother and
part-time child care

(3) Regular, dQily child care
(~)

Equa~

sharing by

mo~her

and father

(5) Equal sharing, plus
child care

anc ·n ,·la'
_
care expec t a t"~ons " refers to the categories of
resocnses to the- question, "If you have children, what is
your intended method of providing child care for your
children under the age of six years?"
scor9 indicated a more traditional role.
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Table 22 (continued)
Scheffe Results
1
1
2

4

3

5

2

4

3

5

*
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Table 23
Analysis of Variance Swnmary of Equal Partner
Sex Role Score by Child Care Expectation
in College
Dependent Variable:

Fresr~en

Equal Partner sex role scale

Independent Variable:

Child care expectation

ss

df

I-1S

F

2.

ssb (ch:!.ld care)

2013.22

4

503.30

19.74

< •0001

ss..,v

8921.29

350

25.48

10934.51

354

Source

Total

Child care expectationa

n

(l) Non-working mother

Meanb

SD

27.89

5-44

(2) Primarily the mother and
part-time child care

(3) Regular, daily child care

39

25.30

6

19.83

(4) Equal sharing by mother
and father

77

(5) Equal sharing, plus
child care

95

22.41

4.57

a"Child care expectations" refers to the categories of
responses to the question, Hif you have children, \<That is
your intended method of providing child care for your
children under the age of six years?"
bA high score indicated a more traditional role.
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Table 23 (continued)
Scheffe Results

3

5

2

l

*

----------
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Since sex roles, and/or sex, were found to be related to
a number of variables in this study, the relationship bet'\'ieen

sex and sex roles was

ex~1ined.

Hypothesis 14 was, "There

i.s r1o di.fferer1ce ir: the s~! X role scores of mal_es and. females.'~

To test that hypothesis, an analysis of variance was performE:d t1.-.ri ce.

In one case, the dependent variable ,,.,ras tb e

score on thE: J1;_rlio r Part;-ter sex role scale.

In the other

case: the dependent variable was the score on the Equal
Partner sex role scale.

In both instances, the jndependent

variable was sex.
Based on the results presented in Table 24, Hypothesis

14 was rejected.
scores.

Males and females earned

dif~erent

sex role

Men, in both instances, earned the nore traditional

scores.
Summary
The response rates of participants in this study were
described.

Descriptive findings and the results of tests

of hypotheses were presented in order to accomplish the
purposes of the study.

~pon

compl etion of these analyses,

add!tional hypotheses were developed and tested in order to
aid in the interpretation of the findings.
and a discussion of the relationship
of these findinrs to previous research, is
H'i- ,...,
., l 1•;J.o~.Ct..~J

••.:

'

er~licated

in

the cor:clusi.Jns and recommendations

dsrived .f rom t.h:::se fir:di:1gs i·:iJ.l be

:pre~: en~eC:..

}.2.3

Table 24
Analysis o.f Varianee Su..'Timary of Sex Role Score
by Sex of Respondent in College Freshmen
Dependent VariabJ.e:

Junior Partner seY role scale

Independent Variable:
Souree

Sex

Cl ,.,

00

ssb (sex)
SS,.
(r

16307.62

Tota.l

18841.37

df

MS

F

E.

1

25.3.3.75

69.60

< ~001

36. 4.0

449
SD
5.6:)

HaJe

Dependent Variable:

_,.,

~.)'"j

Equal Partner sex role scale

Independent Variable:

ss

(

46.77

F 0male

3ex
df

MS

F

£

1150.82

1

1150.82

38.80

< .001

SSw

13285 .L.9

44-8

29.65

Total

144.36.31

449

Sourr.e
ca

o.i0b

(sex)

Meanb

SD

Male

26.77

5.60

Female

23.58

5.28

C:!A low score indicated a more tra.di tional sex role.

bA high score indicated a more traditional sex role.
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Chapter :?

Sill!JI.t::ARY, CONCLTJSIONS, EECOMiviENDP. 'I' IONS
This sturiy qegan with a description of the decisions .

related to family life that are being considered by many
college students.

The importance of these decisions to both

t.he ir.d:i.-viduaJ.s directly involved, ,:ind to so ~i ety, was

reviewed.

Decjsions regarding

careers~

marriaee, children

and tbe care of children have been found to be sufficiently
con'Jlex to v;arra.nt a genuine dilemma foi" some students.

Previous research of variables related to fertility were
a]so exwnined and added further justification for this
investigation.
The purpos8 of this study was to investigate the birth
ir;. ten tiorw o:i r2al e and fe:nal e college freshmen.
·~o.r.:is

One objective

to identify the se-c of variables vrhid1 !: tc: st precisely

predicted those birth intentions.

A study of the differ-

encss w!thin specific groups was elsa conducted.

Finally,

the relationship between sex, sex roles, career aspirations,
exnecta~ions
J.
8:':"~d~:.2.!10d .
th:~

and birth intentions was thoroughly

College counsel.ors vrhs are

helpin~

students face

di2.srnms cf career and :z·anlil-:,r decisions need objective

info:':T.latio!l.

This study vias de signed

t .•'"J

rrovi de such

info:::·~ation.

The format of the study .,,;e_ s a sur·.,rey ap p:--o.-?..ch

wr:~.

ch
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questionnaire consisted of an origj.nal Data Sheet, which
identified relevant demographic and personal characteristics,
· and the Scanzoni sex role measure .

. The questionnaire was

ad.rninistered. j_n the Fall of 1977 tc o. random sampling of

715 college fresr.tinen from each of three institutions: a

,
community co-'-..i.ege, a state college, and a private uni YE;rsi ty.
~

The total :::-esponse rate was approximately 90%.
The data were analyzed statistically through the use
of the computer· p!'ogram, Statist;
~~l· P~~ns
..; .&.! ...... , _

._,.......

fNie
' ... -

'

10~~)
.. · ( ""

•

~al

Packa~

for the Social

The findings in.c}uded an

examin .~tion

of st ~.:dsnts r birth intenti or: s.

Iv1ost college fre sr.men intend

to havs two to three childrer".

~~~~omen

+-,...
h~HC>
· h· -.l.
i- a
:::. ,Cl· .--ft•
~ .-,c£_
JV ••
c:. • ._. D o C"
' · --. ~::.
<;;L1 aL

dren.

..;.,..,tera
'-o
'"'.l'ol"'"
'""' r!~o or u".,.,ore .cr:J·.l... , ··
v
:::..
'
·.' v v
·-

......i

Ko differences in birth intention3 based on kind of

collsg~
t~

atten ded, ethnic group, religion, or parents' educa-

on c.r o ccup-2tion .'were fou.'1d.

11"G1.;;::;.d

vmrk during ctifferen:,

1.:,c. s~.- z~

at:out
net

tended to desire

:;_+,

p~.an

of intended fam::i.J.y.
whao:. age they wil.l

The expectation that women

pel~ iods

of their lives was related

Students who were undecided
marry~

a~

well as those who do

on marrying, expect smaller fa--r1ilies than those who

intend to marry between the ages of 21 and 30.
Sex role differences and birth intentions seemed to
deps.:1d. on v,ib :l ch of the tv.rc sax role measures, JuniQr Partner
cr Equal Partner, were used.

In all of several analvses.
"
'
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the finding was either that there were no di f ferences in
birth intentions based on sex roles, or that the traditional
scorers intended larger families.

'l'his relationship was

further examined by noting that males earned mere traditional
sex role scores

~han

did females.

Expectations for the provision of child ctre for
child:cen under the ages of six years were found to be related
to sex and to sex

roles~

but not to birth intentions.

were sore likely to prefer that their children

o:r a non -:..'i"rorking mother.
t h a~

b~

Men

cared for

Women 1.vere more likely to prefer

their children be cared for by the mother and father

equally and supplemented with child care.

Additionally, sex
Those

v:ho preferred a n·J n-working mother earned th2 most traditio11a1. ss-ores.

Tl1ose

stude~1ts

lvho prefer·red equaJ. parental

sharing sup plemented b y child care, or the regular use of
child care, earned the least traditional scores.
Sex differences were also revealed wi th respect to
th~~

ex:pe.-::tations for women to be working at diff2rent times

in their lives.

!.tlore v-.romen were intending to work more often

than men intended for their vdves to work.

Related to this

finding was the fact that l...;ork expectations also were related
t o 'b5.rth intentions.
to ·l'vork

\'l~Jen

Those persons who d5.d not 1vant t.·JOmen

children were very you<'1g or even vlhen children

were in school intended larger families than those persons
v-.;ho intended for 1vor.1en to vvorY: (:o r: ti nuous1 y d1..1ring e.dul thood.
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A correlation matrix summari zeci Y.reak but significant
relationships in this study.

These relationships were further

ans.lyzed in <:malyses of varj_ances in which it was found that
sex role scores WBre related to the sex of the respondent,
expectations for warner. to work, child care preference and
tot.al si. ze of £'2E1ily.

In additi on , child :::are preference

and sex of the student were related to the expectation for
women to work.

Similarly, the VP..ri8.bles accounting for the

most varic.nce in the total size of family wer2 the score on
the Junior Partner sex role scale and the sex of the student.
The collected data answered the questions and hypotheses

that. comprised the purposes

o:.

thi3

~tudy.

otl! t::l·. d&t::t ·were e:.;:-:e.lyzed. i. n orde:- t:> aid

ticn of the findings.
thE:

conclusi~ns

ir~

In addition
the int.er'pre-ca-

A discussion oi these findings and

and recommt;:;ndatio:ns derived from then follows. ·
Dj_ scussion

The size of family intended by the college freshmen in
this study, 1.96 for natural born children aTid 2.2$ for
r:. 2.tural born plu::; adopted children, vras
prs,.riou3 finciings.

ccn~;i

s tent with

The trend tov.1ar-d th9 tv.ro to four child

family ..,.,,a3 :i d~ntii.'ied by Fawcett in 1970.

Since that ti:ne,

a gro·\·1ing consensus for the t1vo child family has bee!1 noted
ru~s}~.=>il
\. 6J.c;...l,
......... _ .......

'

1977; P ohJ_man, 197 4; Suter & Waite, 1975).

BEtween l 970 and 1977, an increasirig acceptance of the
c hildfree or adopted family and, to e. lesser extent, the
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single child fa;r;ily: was also descr:i.bed. · The findings of
this investigation suppor ted that conclusion in that 17% of
t-he college freshmen expe(;t.2d ·to <:<dopt · children, 10% expeeted

to have none, and

7% expe~ted

to have only one child.

These

percentages for single child or childfree families are lower
tba.n those reported m.Jst recently for college freshmen.
~ifferences,

These

though~

may be explained, at

l~ast

in

part, by the fact that the students in that study were all
Caucasian, Protestant volv.nteers (Haskell, 1977; Pohlman,
Snt~r
c;

}0'.
' ', ·
. .. • ! 4- j

""

1,.4

&

r,,,
,.;t-c.
') a.-- oJ ._,
1

'

1975)

•

The overall. comparability of the findings of this study
w-ith previou.s research wa:::-ranted consideration in tvm respects.

St.:.2d eEts L·uln the three institutions did not differ in b:irth
intention~;

from each other, nor from the general trend.

Thus

)

support fer the trend toward the t1-vo child fEJTJi::!_y was prov:l.d.ed.

Secondly, trlese similarities appeared to demonstrate

that the s&.mple was acc.uratel·y selec:.ed, and that the pc.rent

pq:-;.JJ_a.t.ion was . similar to other segments of t.he total populat~cn.

ConsGquently, th e general!z2bility of the other
.
,
ana.lysc s and conclusions v-;as ennancect.

f_e7'tili tv

The strength of the relationshin between birth intentions
ar:.d some demogr-aphic variab2.es w.e.s seriously challenged by
t. he r~snl ts of

1.:hi f, study.

Contrary to ear1ier contentions,

ethnic gr-oup, re l igion, and parents' educational and
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occupationaJ. background did not account for differences in
birth intentions (Rainwater, 1965; Scanzoni, 1975).

There

was some aupport for the relationship between birth intentions and the nu.mber o.f children in the family in which the
student was

~aised

(Clausen & Clausen 1 1973).

In the past three years, . support has accmnulated for
the contention that sex roles also were related to fertility

(McLaughlin, 1974; Scanzoni, 1975, 1976a, l976b; Stokes,
1975).

This

~ecently recogn~zed

relationshi p was identified

i n selected high school and college students, and married
couples.

Scanzoni, in particul ar, concluded that sex roles

were more im portant than any other variable for predicting
birth

inten~ions.

This approach to the explanation of

fertility was supported by t he fin dings of this 1977 random
sarnpling of college students. · Tradi tion2 l p erson s intended ·
larger families than did non-traditional persons.

In addi-

tion, the sex role orientation of the students accounted for
mSJre of the varinnce in birth intentions than did any other
va riable.
Care ere
Along with an increase in til e number of wonen entering
the labor force, there has been a gradual acceptance of that
role as normal

(Bernard~

1975; Helson, 1977).

That acceptance,

hC'I'ie·..re!", has appeared to be more true of femalE:;s than of
mal es (Scan zoni, 1976b).

The results of this inquiry lend
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to s emi--skille d jobs i::1tsnded

f·~'ltrer

students intending t o become service

c:1ildren than those
wo~kers.

This Jiffer-

ence must. be viewed in light cf the fact that there were only
eight persons who aspired to the semi-skilled jobs.

There-

fore, because of the small nu."Pber involved in this analysis,
this finding should be accepted vrith caution.

The failure of this study to find a relationship between
~areer

aspiration and birth intentions may be explained by

the nature of tha population and the range of responses.

A

majority ( 81!-%) of the sample aspired to either the professional cr manag erial categories.

This great similarity may

have been respCinsible for the fact that birth intention
differences

~Ere

not

foun~

to any great e xtent.

A second v2riable related to career aspiration was the
exten t to Hhich students expected themselves, if the}r v.•ere
fe:il<lle, or their wives, if they vvere male, to 1vork during
different stages of t.heir families' lives.

The expectation

for vlOT!len to vvor!< differed between males a n d females and was
fou~H~.

to be rel:1ted to birth intentions.

exp t~ c ted

Students \vho

'"'omen to 'i"lork continuously during adulthood expected

the s;nallest fa.'TliJ.ies wi tn one exception.
That exception, however, requires further explanation.
Those students ( 1 female and 13 males) vrho e.>::pected for women
t. c ttnevern work also intended a mean family size of only

.85.

The inconsistency of this findi:.1g may be due to the ext!"emely
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to ssrii-skilled ;jobs intended fe.,;er children than those

students intending to become service workers.

This differ-

ence mest be viewed in light of the fact that there .;,..rere only
eight persons who aspired to the semi-skilled jobs.

There-

fore, because cf the snall number involved in this analysis,
this finding should be accepted with caution.
The failure of this study to find a relationship between
caresr aspiration and birth intentions may be explained by
the nature of the population and the range of responses.

A

majority (81"%) of the sample aspired to either the p:rofess~onal

or

have been

categories.

manage~ial

respo~sible

This great similarity may

for the fact that birth intention

diffsrencez were net found to

a~y

great extent.

A secor:d Yariable related to career aspiration v.·as the

axtent to which st.udents expected themselves, if

the~/

were

female, or their wives, if they were male, to work during
di .ffer·:=:nt stages of

t:~t€?ir

1'2mi lies' lives.

The expectation

!..'en:· \·rom2n to work differed between males and females and 't..;as
fo~nd

to be related to birth intentions.

Students who

ex.pected women t::. work ccntinuously during ac\ulthood expected
the

.s:r~ c..llest

fa:r!ilies

'tli th·

one exce·p tion.

That exception, howeve:r 1 requir-es f1.:.rther explanation.
Tr"o:3e students {1 female and 13 males) who expected for v10men
to "nF.:: \Te:r!t work also intended a rr.c:a1: family size of only .85.
The inconsistency of this finding rnay be due to the extremely
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small size of the group.
stude:r..t~s

It

~s

also possible that these

( 3%) represent a basically negative group that simply

does not intend to parti cipate i n society in any of the traditionally expected way s.

Another alternative would be that the

males .:;imply preferre d to have a wii'e that was responsible for
neither ·vrork nor family _obligations.
T h us~

t.h e

bas~.. c

fi:::;.d::.ng

that~

"vi t.:-1 il"Lcreased

comi:~i tment

to years that wom e n v1ill wor·k, the t?irth intentions decrease,
is consistent with previous research.

In this

study~

career

as;;i:ration v.ras defined as a goal or. a hie r archy of occupations.
i\'"as

That

a~. piration,

probabJ.y due to a. limited range,

not found to be related to birth intentions.

regard tc ca reer

comrn i~ment,

or

n~rn ber

On the other

of year s women would

work, the relationship to birth intentions woul d have been
substantiated.
e.r-1d t.h e

Fortunately, the study analyzed both aspects

results con firm earlier findings.

The present. study

als;) seemed to support the contention t hat decisions related
to ca reers, vlOrk participation, family size, and to a l esser
extent, child care, are made before marriages take place.

Child Care

Literature in the area of
focused primarily

o~

profe~sionai

child care has

its effects or on the n e ed for its

ava ilability to ":or king fruni.lies.

'1lhile nwner·.)US authors

have called for its provision_, others have

poi~ted

out that
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even sGm.e social scientists h2.ve failed to acknowledge either
its necessity or its desirability (Bernard, 1974, 1975;
Fogarty, 197l; Kagen, 1976; Rossi, 1964; Wcrtis, 1974)~
Th e results of this study made

i~

quite clear that the

public has net accepted the idea that quality child
services are beneficial.

ca~e

Less than 2% of the students

expected tc use daily child ce.re
child care on a part-time basis.

1~rhile

38% expected to use

Such preferences have

importance to those pers"ons who a.re resp-onsible for planning
child care services.
The e)..""Pectations to use various child care alternatives
was not related to birth intentions.
related to s ex role

sco~es.

It

was~

however,

Not sur prisingly , those ·. students

who preferred that children under the age of six years be
cared for by a n.on-working mother earned the r.:ost traditional
sex role scores.

The least traditional scores were earned

by thCJse who preferred that children be cared for in regular
chi l d care services, or by beth parents equally, or by both
parents supplemented by child care.
Differences between the sexes in child care preferences
~o·rere

also fou.'!d, ,,rith men consistently being less likely to

prefer any of the alternatives that mentioned child care,
even on a part-tiu e basis.

Ths fact that child care prefer-

ence was not related to birth intentions may have been due
to th12:

'.vay

ip whicl:l students p2.anned t.o care for their
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children.

A rather large percentage, 53% of the females and

44% of the

r::~ales,

expected to care for theiY' children by shar-

ing the responsibilities between the parents, or supplementing that sharing with the use of part-time child care.

It is

possible that theseoptions were deemed desira:,le enough not
to mak 2 it r,ecessary to com promise fn.'!lily size.
The percentage of .students expecting women to v10rk
continuously during adulthood \...ro.s smaller than that \'Jhi ch
th~

iritertd to use either of

two "equal-sharing" options.

This observation raised two questions.
would such a large

First of all, why

intend to care for their chil-

per~entage

dren equally between parents if they did not intend for women
+-,..)
OJ,

"~-J···
'
._:;

'·'
tv 0,..'1-l.r1·r
• .::'>.
O

~_.-:u~.::no.I. .J..
O

-rn
' at ,.l.·m.o
!1 .._..
V

.

.

V

o

..s...'.,...V

~-.· 1ay

•-~_.av~
-

~u· ::>.en
~·

·c· }1:;:;. ·"'~.,,· th"_l.·r·
•

~

•

.-:

ir. terpretc?.tion of n Equal--sharingr' Nas more i de2.li ~:tic·· or
figurative than it was realistic or

literal~

For the · group

who did intend for women to ¥rork continuously during adulthood~

the need for the option to share child care responsi-

bi.lities vvas more sensible.

However, the question of a -v;ork-

ing definition of "equal-sharing'' still exists.

Did such

students understand the concept of nequal-sharing"?
and

-vwmen

Were men

prepared to work less hours in order to implement

the practice?

Wbuld they, in fact, even have an opportunity

to make such a choice?

These questions remain to be answered

in future research.

Another relevant finding was the fact that 21% of the
students di.: not: answer th1s qv.estion at alL

Some v.rrcte or!
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their surveys, "I don't know."
beside the item.

Others drew question marks

It appea·ced t:h.at this

question for many students to answer.

vl?.s

a difficult

This fact l.:mt further

credibility to the possibility that students had limited
understanding of the options.
The findings and

ques~ions

were derived from this study

regarding child care that

exist in reiative isolation.

Research in this area is extremely scarce.

The expectations,

preferences, and understandings of young adults regarding
the question of child care is an area in need of further
research and clarification.
Sex Roles
'I'hc signifi cc:.:..n C·3 of
th:;.~oughout

this study.

S8X

:r-ol ss

~vas

a recu!·ring th'Bme

Sex role was related to size of

failiily: work expectations, and child care preferences.

More

equalitarian attitudes, especially \·ri th respect to women
working and shared child care, were noted in this study.
was

fo~nd,

It

however, that men still earned more traditional

sex role scores than did the women.
These findings were entirely consistent with those of
nrevious researchers who have noted a change in attitude
~oward
~rlC' P_
t~

a more equalitarian point of view.
n_~
- _ r.,•al~
_

a+tJl·~ua
· es
v
v
_

and the

con"~~n~
_ ~"•.)

Both the
nf
_

~e~-,o~
... a.-1--...0

-"-

i~por-

r egci..r d'J.ng
p

these attitudes have been cited (Bernard, 1974; Heckman,
Bryson & Bryson, 1977; Pareliu$, 1975; Scanzoni, 1975, l976a,
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l976b).

It

~;:ill

be important in the future to monitor this

trend not only because of its relationship to other significant variables: but also because of the potential conflict
between the sexes.
Dilemma
The ciilerr1Ina facing wa::Jy young adults regarding career

and

fw~ily

life style decisions has been described and

examined (Darley, 1976; Fisher, 1977; Whelan, 1975).

In

fact, some have contended that the "Motherhood Mandate" is
s-...4ffi cient to keep females from even having a choice on the
issue (3la.ke, 1972; Russo, 1976).

Other researchers have

concluded that women still perceive careers and childbearing

Scanzoni, 1976a).
The results of this study both conflict and concur with
some of those previous contentions.

Some women may have

responded to the "Motherhood Mandate" in that women in this
study, as a total group, intended more children than did the

men.

This was true in spite o( the fact that females earned

less tr2ditional sex role scores: were more likely to expect

to work, and were less likely to prefer a non-working mother
to care fer her children.

It was true that those women who

int ·e:;-1ded to v.rc.rk c., ;mtim.lO'LlGly expected sligiltl.y smaller
fc:.rnilies.

Nevertheless) ·,roi.Jlen c:.ppecS.red unv."illing to "giv-e

up n c.nything.

They expected to worl{ ~ to have chj_ldren, B.nd
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not

use child care to any great extent.

~o

this group ths dilemma, if any,

wo~:d

Therefore, for

be the implementation

of genuine '?equal-sharing" of child care r-esponsibilities
between mothers and fathers.
The significance of this new role for men cannot be
overestimated.

Other expectations 'vere dependent upon this

:;Jractice to make them possible.

Another dilerr.ma could be

the fact that males and females may not agree on such key
issues.

This possibility was suggested by the findings that

males and females differed in birth intentions, sex roles,
ch~ld

care preferences, and expectations for women to work.

The potential for conflict was readily apparent.
ths.n

47;

Since less

of the sample was already married, the selection oi'

a mate, with regard to these issues: was made even more

crit.ical.
Im-r::L~ cations

This study's findings contributed to the

dev~lopment

a theory of fertility for college freshmen students.

of

Contrary

to many long-standing findings, the birth intentions of these

students were not related to religion, ethnicity, or socioeconomic status.
birth

intentio~s

The variable most important in predicting

was the sex role of the student.

The impor-

tance of this sex role was further demonstrated by its relationship to child care expectations e_nd inter1tiC'ns for women
to

~-:ork.

13$
Another theoretical contribution was derived from the
observ2.tion that both men and women are making decisions
about careers and size of families before either event has

occurred.

They seem to have more difficulty :naking decisions

about child care.
T<-v

was useful to identify both the child care preferences

and the work expectations of both male an:l. female college
freshmen.

It was even more valuable to note that there are

significant sex differences in all the areas of concern:
birth intentions, sex roles, work expectations, and child
care preferences.

Thus, college students, and especially

vmmen 1 appear to nave accepted the idea that careers §tnd
fa_,·id_ l:Les are: compatible.

nov-rever) tne potential for -a

dilemma, and possibly even conflict, may exist in tha implementation of those goals.
The relevance of these findings was not limited to the
advancement of theory development.

As the decisions

~\'hi~h

were the focus of this study are made by college students)
the impact on those students' lives may be profound.

Since

the potential for dishan1ony appears likely, these issues
s!l.ould be ;;i ';to~n the attt:nt.i. on of counselor3
· are in contact.
~,rilJ_

wit~

these students.

need the i.nformation,

cer~ed

2.nci.

teachers who

Thest:: fresr...rnen students

clEu·i fic~tion

an::.t support of con-

professionals as they Consider some of the most

critical d.ec:i.sio0s of their li Yes.

For &t least some

·~ime
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in the future, tbe dilemma surrounding these decisions is
likely to continue, if not increase, as both sex roles and
career opportun i t ies for vmmen continue to change.
Another cc 8t ribution of this study was v;hat it offered
to persons in pol icy-making are3.s related to the study.
Whe.t hsr in an

edu. ~ational,

business) or governmental insti-

tution ~ persons making decisions vlhich affect the quality of
family life of others ·.vill need to recognize the impact of
those decisions.

Personal necessity and

goverr~ental

deci-

sions (and thus educational and business practices) have
increased the likelihood that females will be participating
in a ctivities outsi d e the home.

It is a pparent, however,

that if college s t udents are to be able to achieve

t~e

goals

they have set .for themselves, institutions vr.:i ll have to
respond i:1 other 'l'.'ays.

The implic a tions of this 3tudy sup-

port the contention that there ic a need f or fle xible career
and child care alternatives.

The decisions related to

professional and family life cannot be considered in
isolation.
Another possibility presented by this research was the
potential for a longitudinal study.

Since only ap proximately

lO)b of the sample used the available option for anonymity,
it woul d be possible to follow up on individual intentions,

as v;e.l l c..s group :rends.

The

expectations are modified

~·rith

e:xte:~. t

to which beliefs and

age would be of interest to
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t.hose concerned wl th populatio::1,
.
o t ..ner f• aml. 1 y suppor t serVJ.ce.s.
ho~-v

ce:~ reers,

child care and

,.. Cl..1.
. r>.1.ca .,. . 1 y,
.::-ps

.

. ht as t o

ln~ng

those who mo.rried and bad families resolved their poten-

tial dilemmas 1vouJ.d be highly useful to family life educators
and personal counselors.
Conclusions
1.
bor~

Most college freshmen intend to have two natural

children.

Women tend to desire more children than do

men.

2.

Approxiillately 17% of college fresl~en intend to

adopt one or more children.

3.

Approximately 10% of college freshmen do not intend
~r:.y

.....
'·

1

•

""I

,.

e:r:a .:..u:c en.

Single child families are expected. by less than

S%

of the college freshmen.

5.

The birth intentions of college freshmen do not

diff-er based on their career aspiration, college attended,

reJ.igious or ethnic background or _their parents' education
r.l:n.o. occupation.

6.

The

r.10 st

precise prediction of

collE:~ge

freshmen's

birth intentions is based primarily on their sex role score
a.nd. their ov-m sex

and.~

to a small extent, on the size of

family in lvhich they were raised and their father's educational background.

7.

Larger fa.miJ.ics are intended by those stt:dents who

earn the most

~radjtional

sex role

scores~
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8.

The child care preferences of college fresh'Tlen are

not related to their birth intentions, but do differ based
on sex, sex role scores, and work expectations.

9.

Men are more likely than womert to prefer that their

c!-:dldren under the age of s:i.x years be cared for by a non-v:orking mother.
10.

Women are more likely than men to prefer that their

children under the age of six years be cared for by the
:nether and father equally, with supplementary child care.
~

1

j_..._.

very few men or women

e}~ress

the intention of

u_sing regul\:ir, daily child care for their young children.
12~

by those

The r:wst traditional sex role scores are earned
person~,

who prefer that their children be cared

for by a non-working mother.

13.

The least traditional sex role scores are earned

by those persons

vrho

prefer that their children be cared for

by mother and father equally, with supplementary child care.
1!+.

for their

15.

Women intend to
w·i ,, es

v~nrk

more oft2r1

than

men intend

to 1vork.

College st.udent.s v.;ho intend for women to work

continuously d:;ring adulthc:-od expect slightly smaller
fc-.:J1'1:i.lies than these students 1,.,ho intend for ·women not to
-..,..-ork when cb.ildren are ·young.
l6.

College stude!lts, 1•romen in particular, appear to

be increasing their acceptance of the idea that careers and
families e.re compatible.
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17.

The differences in male and female expectations

regarding wcrkj_ng "tlomen, size of f21nily and child care, as
well as differences jn sex role scores, create the potential

18.

Some women's expectations appea:' to be contradictory,

in that they expect to work contim:.ously 1 have children f and

not use child care to any great extent.

19.

The feasibility of many stndentsr child care

preferences has yet to be demonstrated.

At the very least,

the implementation of those preferences wo-..1ld require Sl.Jbstan-tial institutional changes.
Recommendations
-------Practical
1.

FCl!llil"y life educators must be certain to include

the study of alternative styles of parenting, with particular
emphasis on the expanded role of fathers.
2.

College counselors neeJ to strive to increase

students 1 awareness of the implications and relationships
among decisions related to car6ers and frunilies.

J.

Premarital counseling by

counseJ .o ~s

roles,
i1-.

stou l ~

c ar~ers,

ministers~

judges, and

include a discuasion of the i ssues of sex

and families.

CcmnssJ_crs should be ayailable to fu.cil1 tate the

resolution of the poteuti2l confli ct between males and
~
.f em.a.1
-es :c egar' ct•lng

car·eer a.nd family lifG decisions •
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5.

Specialists in the areas of Career Education and

Sex Roles should acknov.rledge the far-reaching, and sometimes
not so obvious, effects of attitude changes in these areas.

6.

Quality part-time child care that is available at

a variety of times and in a variety of locations or environments should be made available.

?.

Busin e ss and professional orgmlizations must be

encouraged to provide opportunities for occupational flexibility

i~

the f0rn1 of shared jobs, fl2 x ible schedules, parity

pay for part-time work, and paternity and maternity leaves.

The identification, measurement, and influence of

1.

sex rolRs shnul.d be

fu~ther

explored,

incl~din~

tha repeated

use of an established valid instrument.

2.

The intentions of non-parents for providing care

for their very young children warrant further attention.
Understanding of college students' thinking on this issue
:cequires

le.=~ rning

vihy so many students have chosen not to

a n swer such a question.
The overwhelming preference for child

car~

to be

provid.ed by mothers and fathers equally needs to be further
investigated in order to determine how colleg e students
d~:J fine

thi ~- alternative and how they intend to implement

the ccncept.

4.

Longjtudinal studies which identify the degree to
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which college freshmen modify their intentions and beliefs
as they grow older are needed.

5.

Longitudinal studies which describe the way in

whid1 couples have resolved differences of opinion, and/or

apparent conflicts between career and famL!. y demands, would
provide invaluable understanding to both the researcr.er and
the fa'11ily life educator o.nd counselor.
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DATA SHEE.'l'

The inforJJation :L:1 this report is being

Dear Student:

collected. as a. part of a doctoral st.udy.

You are asked to

sign your name only so tha.t you may be contacted again in
the future.

Your- indiYidual response will be kept strictly

confideniial.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Middle

DIHEC':·Im:s:

thi 3 t::.rn.e.
.,~

l ;' ..L

c

Zip

City

Street
PerJ.Hnent Add !~ess:

Last

lbest v: &y to r·s-ach ycu ir:. the future J

Choose the .s.nsTtwr whi (":1--: best descri.bes you at
Mc:~:::-k

ONE ans1·re.r pe:::- question.

Wha~

kind of colleg~ are ycu now attending?
.
,_,
""-t e ,_.,,
•
t·el.)
' '' )
__ co.JJmunJ.ty
l.!.J
__ sva
,-<-)
_yr-lva

02.

Yo11r sez:

OJ.

Are you a.

__female:: (:;_j

u.S.

male (2)

citizen?

_ _yes (l)

__no (2)

J-bvr old wil.l you be on December 31st of this year?

17 (l)

.:_ 2i

(5)

. 18 (2)
--22 to 25

20 (4).
__over 25 (?)

.

19 (3)

161

05.

Ho1-1· :many units of college credit have you completed?
ncr1e (l)
·--1-29 (2)
__30 or r.!ore (3)

06.

What is your marital status?

07.

If presently married, at what age did you marry, or if
:;:-.ingle, at v:hat age do you e:x:pect to :ri&rry or remarry?
18-20 (1)
21-25 (2)
26-30 {31
.
-· over 30 (4) - __never (S) - - ur1de-:;ided (6)

08.

How manv children do vou have?
.
., ~ '
t.\'ro '- j J

t'nr·ee . (, o+' )

---more than five (7)

--sine-le
'-'

( l)

:::1one (l)
i'our (5)

__married ( 2)

one ( 2)
five

(6)

2

09.

Ho>.'l many na~ural born childre~ do you intend to have?
none {1}
one (2)
tvw· (3)
three (4)
_four ( 5}
--five (6)
more than five (7)

10.

How many children do you intend to adopt?
none ( l }
one ( 2)
t\-ro ( 3)
·
three {4)
-four (5)
=fiv~ {6}
:__more than five (7)

ll.

What is the total number of children you intend to have?
none (l)
one (2)
tvm (3)
three {4)
--four (5)
=-fiv-e (6) -=-more than five (7)

12.

What is your current religious preference?
Protestant { 2)

__Catholic ( 3)

Jewish(l)
__none ( 4)-..=_other( 5)

13.

Are you: __White(l)
___A~erican Indian(4)

14.

Hov; ma:::'ly childrer: v_rere there in the family in which you
were raised?
one(l)
two(2)
three(3)
__four(4) __fi"ve(5) _more than five(6)

Black(2)
Chicano(3)
___Oriental ( 5)-_0ther( 6)

\•J'hen do ::.rou expect tb.at you (if you are female) or

your v:ife (if you are male) •.r.r:Lll be Y.rcrk:l_ng?
(l) r.eve:--("'' only before children are born
before child::-en are born and afte:r· 'they have
grade1 2.ted from high school
. \
( 41
before children are bo::c·n and after they are in
school
(5) continuously during adulthood
.'

I

=(3)

16.

If you have children, vvhat is your intended method of
providing child care for your children under the age
of six years?
__ ( l) non-vvorking mother
(2) I)rim.arilv the mother and na:rt~time child care
regular'. daily use of c~nild care services
.__ ( 4) equal sharing by mother and father
__ ( 5) equal shar~~ng by mother anc1. fatter supplemented
with part-time child care services

=u)

17.

Use the following list to identify ty ~umber- the
highest level of formal education obtained by
,__your father
18. ___ycur mother
l no school:i_ng
:; ls . . f--+l-1 ....... ~de
; r/th..u 5t.rJ. grade
4 some high school
_.

1_. -

·._;VJ

t:;J..Cl.

5 high school graduate
6 some college (1-3 years,
A.A. degree)
7 college degree
8 gr~duate degree

20.
21.

Use the following list to identify bv number the
"
oscupation of
_ _ yourself :l.n the future
___ your father
_ _ your mother
1 professional, t.echn:. cal and s::..rr,J.._i.S.r \vl)rkers
a~1 d buf'-ir:ess ovm~rs
:ales, and related wod;.:ers
4 craftsmen, foremen) and skilled workers
~ physical operators, su~h as mechanics and semi-Bkilled
b service workers
7 laborers (unskilled)

2

3

r,,. anager~,
clerical~

officiaJ.~;)

Here are five ways people can feel about a given statement.
Please write the nwnber of the feeling vrhich best matches
yours for each of the followi.ng i terns.
1 - strongly agree
2 -- agree
=
--t· =
t:. =
./

3
.1.

'

mixed feelings
disagree
strongly disagree

~D1at is vour onjn i on about each of the following for a
:na.rri
eel. ·woman?
------..---

A married woman's most important task in life
shou1d be taking care of her husband and ch:i.J.d.1ten.
23.

She should realize that a womc.n's greatest reward
and satisfaction come through her children .

24.

Having a job should be just as important as
encouraging her husband in his job.

25.

If she works, she should not try to get ahead in
the ::>a.'Tie via.y thE< t a man does.

26.

She should be able to make long-range plans for
hs .r· occupation, in the sc-..rne -vmy that her husband
does for his.

27.

A V.J~_fe should not have equal authori t.y with her
husband in making decisions.

26.

If ~;, he has tbe same job as a man who has to support
his fa:nily, she should not expect the swne pay.

If being a wj_fe and mother isn~t satisfying
e:::.ough~ she sho'J.ld take a job.

4
l = strongly agree
2 = agree

3 = mixed feelings
= disagree
.; = strongly disagree

l;.
/

)0.

There should be more day care centers and nursery
schools so that more you.'1g mothers could 'tiork.

31.

A y.Jife should realize that, just as a tvoman is

not suited for heavy physical work, there are
als o other kinds of jobs she is not suited for,
because of her men~al and emotional nature.

A wife shou-ld give up her job whenever . it
inconveniences her husband and children.

33.

If a mother of young children works, it should
be only while the family needs the money.

What is your opinion about each of the follovd.ng for a
mar:ri ed man?
A married ma.n 1 s chief re spcnsibili ty sho1jl. dt be
his job.

3 5.

If his wife works, he should share equally i~
household chores such as cooking , cleaning, and
washing.

36.

If his wife works, he should share equally in the
responsibilities of child care.

37 .

If her job sometimes requires her to be 2.1vay from
horne overnjt:,ht, th5. s should not bother him.
If a child gr~ts sick and his ;,vife works, he should
be just a_s 'r.'ilJ..ing a s sto to stay home from work

and t ake care of the child.

39.

If his wi fe makes ~ore money than he does, this
shoulG. not bother him.

40.

The husband

41.

On the job, men shoul:i be willing to work for
women supervisors.

42.

A married man should be ·willing to have a s:11aller
family, so that his 1-.rife Gan V\Crk if she v:ar,ts t.o.

sh~u1d

he the head of t.he farnily.

5

Please answer 'the following questions by number.
NO = 01
YES = 02

43.

Do you believe that the institution of marriage
and .fa:nily was established by God?

44.

Do you feel that being a mother is a special
cal l i ~g from Go~?

45.

Do y ou think that ·:3. w0rki:1g mother can establish
just ci S lfJarm and 3•2CUre a relationship \'lith her
chil dr·en as a mother who does not '\l'l ork?

46.

Do y 0 ~ feel t hat a pRrent gets more satisfaction
wh en a son gets ahead in his occupation than when
a daughter gets ahead in hers?

lt-7.

Do y ou feel ma r riage

48.

i ~
·-=>

incorrplete v;ithout children?

Do yo-u t hink t;h&t young girls should be permitted
much independence as .ooys.?

~c
-·=>

49.

Do
you feal a preschool child is likely to suffer
. .., th
e mother works?

l ....
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Coded Scanzoni Sex Role Scale
The following items were used to measure sex role.

Each

item is marked to indicate its inclusion in either the Junior
Partner (JP) or Equal Partner (EP) score.

22. JP

A married woman's most important task in life should
be taking care of her husband and children.

23 ·-· JP

She should realize that a Homan's greatest reward and
satisfaction come through her children.

24. E:P__ Having a job should be just as important as

encouraging her husband in his job.

25. JP_ If she works, she should not try to get ahead in the
same ·way that a man does.

26. EP

She should be able to make long-range plans for her
occupation, in the same vmy that her husband does
for his.

27._JP _A wife should not .have equal authority '!lith her
husba~d

ip
2o ......

,. 0

in making decisions.

If she has the sa-:ne job as a man who ha.s to support

his fa:nily, she should not expect t h e same pay.
If beir.g a vri.fe and QOther isn't satisfying enough,
she should take a job.
31:.J.
~l

..)

F:P
--

.

TD
_:...:__.

32. JP

There should be more day care centers and nursery
schools so that more young mothers could work.
A wife should realize that, just as a 1'ioman is not
suj.ted for heavy physical work, there are also
other kinds of jobs she is not suited for because
of her mental and emotional nature.
A 1.vife should give up her jcb v:henever it incor.veniences her husband and children.

-3 ._~..t._
rr: -.:'.:
T~ a mother of young children works, it should be

_i

only while the family needs the money.
\\'ho. t is your opinion about ecS.ch of the following for a

mar!'ied man?

34.

~iP _

A married r.1an' s chief respon.sibiL1 t y should be his
job.
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If his wife works, he should share equally in
household chores such as cooking, cleaning, and
washing.

36. EP

If his 11-.ri fe works. he should share equally in the
res ponsibiliti~s of child care.

37.

If her job sometimes req11.ires her to be away from
home overnight, this should not bother him.

EP

J.g._~P

Jf a child gets sick and his wife works, he should
be :ust as willing as she to stay home from work
and t ake care of the child.

Tj·p
If his \<\ri fe makes more money than he does, this
3 0/ " __:!.:!:.__
should not bother him.

40. _ LTF

The hus band should be the head of the family.
On the job , !'!len should be willing to work for women
supervisors.

42. EP_ A married man sho·oJ d b;; wi.lling tc have a .smaller
f2::ily, so that his i-v:i.fe ~ar,. work if she "ivants to.

Please answer the follo-vling questions by number.
NO = 01
YES = 02
-~

4 .,./
I

~~~

._y_•_ Do you believe that the institution of marriage and
family v;a c establisl1ed by God?
1T.)

4.• _t._!:_
T..--, Do you feel that being a mother is a special calling
fro::1 God'?

45._JP

Do you think that a vmrking mother can establish just
as vmrm and secure a relationship with her children
a,=. a mot:.her who does not; . Ytork? -

4.6._ii__ Do you f'eel that a pa.rent gets more s::ttisfaction "tlhen
a so!'! gets ahead in his occupation than when a
daughter gets ahead in hers?

47. _R_ Do you feel marriage is incvmplete
~8.

JP

\'i"i

thout ehildren?

Do you think that young girls should be permitted as
much independence as boys?

49. <JP . :8o you feel a preschool child is likely to suffer if
the mother works?
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Appendix B

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, STANISLAUS
800 Monte Vista A venue, Turlock, California 95 380

( 209) 633-2331

September 26, 1977

Office of the Dean of Students

Dear Freshman Student:
You have been chosen to be a part of a research study of college
freshmen's beliefs and future plans. The study will involve
selected students from several colleg es. The results of the
entire investigation will be available to you through this office
and should be of use and interest to you as well as to your college
counselor . Individual responses , however, will be kept strictly
confidential.
Would you please take time now to complete the enclosed su rvey
which should require only ten to fifteen minutes. Mail the
survey in the attached addressed , stamped envelope.
Since only specific student were chosen to partici pate in this
study, all responses are essential. Your cooperation and prompt
reply will be greatly appreciated.
If you have any further questions, please contact me or Pamila
Fisher through the Psychology Department. Thank you for your
time.
Sincerely,

~~
Richard Sebo k, Ed.D.
D~ of Studen.ts

~~
Pamila Fisher , Researcher
PF:RS : lg
Enclosures

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEG ES

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE, STANISLAUS
800 Monte Vista Avenue, Tu rlock, Californi a 95380

(209) 633-2331
October 10, 1977

Office of the Dean of Students

Dear College Freshman:
You recently received a letter and survey that were part of
a research study of college freshmen•s beliefs and future
plans. As you may recall, only specific students were chosen
to participate, thus making the success of the study dependent
upon all responses.
Your response has not yet been received. If at all possible,
please take ten to fifteen minutes right now to complete the
enclosed copy of the survey and mail it in the addressed, stamped
envelope.
If you did not return the first survey because you wished to
remain anonymous, your name and address may simply be omitted.
If you choose to do this, please also complete and mail the
enclosed postcard which indicates you have returned an unsigned
survey. This process will both ensure your anonymity and prevent you from receiving still further contacts .
Again, a prompt reply will be genuinely appreciated.
Sincerely,

~~
Richard Sebo k, Ed.D.
D
of Students

•

r A/.. A,

~~u

Pamila Fisher , Researcher
PF:RS:lg
Enclosures

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES

October 3, 1977
Dear Freshman Student:
You have been chosen to be a part of a research
study of college freshmen's beliefs and future plans.
The study will involve selected students from several
colleges. The results of the entire investigation will
be available to you through this office during the
Spring semester.
Individual responses, of course, will
be kept confidential.
Would you please take time now to complete the
enclosed survey, which should require only ten to
fifteen minutes. Place the survey in the addressed
envelope and deposit it in the nearest "Campus Mail"
box.
Since only specific students were chosen to
participate in this study, all responses are essential. Your cooperation and prompt repl y will be
greatly appreciated.
If you have any further questio ns, please
contact Pamila Fisher or Dr. William Theimer, Jr.
at the School of Education, u.o.P.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

Dr. Douglas Smith, Director

s;;z;;;;/J~ising
Pamila Fisher, Researcher
Enclosures

October 17, 1977
Dear Freshman Student:
You recently received a letter and survey that
were part of a research study of college freshmen ' s
beliefs and future plans. As you may recall, only
specific students were chosen to participate, thus
making the success of the study dependent upon the
responding of all persons.
Your response has not yet been received. If at
all possible, please take ten to fifteen minutes right
now to complete the enclosed copy of the survey. Mail
it in the addressed envelope. No postage is necessary
if you mail it through "Campus Mail."
If you did not return the first survey because
you wished to remain anonymous, your name and address
may simply be omitted. If you choose to do this,
please also complete and mail the enclosed postcard which
indicates you have returned an unsigned survey. This
process will ensure your anonymity and prevent you
from receiving still further contacts.
Again, a prompt reply will be genuinely appreciated.
Sincerely,

~~

Pamila Fisher, Researcher,
Doctoral Candidate, School
of Education, u.o.P.
Enclosures
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Appendix C

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
Department of Sociology
BALLANTINE

HALL

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 47401
TEL. NO. 8 I 2-S 3 7•

March 6, 1977

Dear Ms. Fisher:

I would appreciate a copy of' the Delta KG

article when it a:p:pee.ra.

The sex role inventory is public domain and you are most welcome to use any or
all with~~t any special permission needed.
I am enclosing a copy of the 1971 instrument.

Reliability estimates were recently made on the women interviewed in 1971 and
in 1975--checks were made on their responses in both years. R improved in
75 ranging from .81 (TW) SA, .63, FHA. .68, IE • 74, TH .38, RLM .65, TM .63.
Best wishes on your continued efforts.
r-Sincer~,

~rv- . ~JA.·
John Scanzolii
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Appendix D
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Table 25
Analysis of Variance Summary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Father's
Educati_on of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable;

Number of natural born children

Independent Variable:

Father's education

ss

Source

ssb
ssw

(father's education)

Total
Father's education

df

MS

19.30

7

2.75

691.67

433

1.59

710.97

440
Meanb

n

1.72

SD

No schooling

8

2.12

1.24

1st-6th grade

22

3.31

1.24

7th-8th grade

20

3.15

.93

Some high school

49

3.18

1.16

High school graduate

73

2.79

1.25

Some college

94

2.89

1.24

College graduate

80

3.22

1.43

Graduate degree

95

2.91

1.24

aThis ratio was not significant at the .05 level.
bAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the

mean is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of
children.
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Table 26
Analysis of Variance Summary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Father's
Occupation of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:
Independent Variable:

Number of natural born children
Father's Occupation
df

MS

Fa

6.52.

6

l.OS

.66

--w

ss

686.47

420

1.63

Total

692.99

426

Source

ssb (father's occupation)

Father's occupation

ss

n

Meanb

SD

Professional

144

2.89

1.22

Managerial

134

3.06

1.41

Clerical, sales

14

2.92

1.63

Craftsmen, skilled

73

2.94

1.10

Operators, semi-skilled

.30

.3.1.3

1.22

Service

12

2.83

1.26

Unskilled

20

3.40

1.09

aThis ratio was not significant at the .05 level.
bAnalysis was based on coded responses .

Thus, the

mean is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of
children.
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Table 27
Analysis of Variance Summary of Intended Number
of Natural Born Children by Mother's
Occupation of College Freshmen
Dependent Variable:
Independent Variable:

Number of natural born children_
Mother's occupation

Source
ssb (mother's occupation)

ss

df

MS

Fa

l.S3

17.27

6

2.S7

ss

622.40

396

1. 51

Total

639. 6S

402

--w

n

Meanb

SD

Professional

S5

2.75

1.07

Managerial

51

2.82

1.36

102

2. 94

1.22

Craftsmen, skilled

lS

2.66

1.2S

Operators, semi-skilled

11

2 . 72

.90

Service

46

2. 89

1.26

Unskilled

90

3.30

1.3S

Mother's occupation

Clerical, sales

aThis ratio was not significant at the .05 level.
bAnalysis was based on coded responses.

Thus, the

mean is 1.00 more than the actual intended number of
children.

